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Performance
at a glance
2012–13

2011–12

Production
Area harvested (ha)
Clearfell

1,535

1,546

Seed tree

1,379

2,177

Uneven-aged

290

299

Thinning

135

274

3,339

4,296

230

296

498,381

464,788

Total
Number of coupes1
Volume harvested (m )
3

Sawlog (E+)
Pulpwood

743,352

961,838

1,241,733

1,426,626

156

1,220

Area sown (ha)

3,241

2,835

Total

3,397

4,055

5,726

6,560

20,732

23,440

Number employees (FTE)

114

115

Number harvest and haul contractors engaged

360

376

Number employee lost time injuries

4

1

Number contractor lost time injuries

6

6

Total revenue ($000)

106,304

119,381

Total expenses ($000)

(105,307)

(118,928)3

802

(96)

Total
Area established (ha)
Self regenerated (ha)
2

Area handed back (ha)
Seed in store (kg)

People

Financial

Net result after tax ($000)
Table 1: VicForest 2012-13 performance at a glance

A coupe is an area of forest from which timber
is harvested in one operation.

1

2

Includes 145 ha planted

The total expenses amount for 2011-12 was
restated in the 2012-13 Annual Report
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Chief
Executive
Officer’s
report
Along with safe, professional and
customer focused, sustainability is
one of VicForests’ key values.
Sustainability drives our operations,
from the complex processes used
to determine our long-term harvest
levels, to the selection of trees
to be retained during harvesting
operations, through to re-growing
our forests following harvesting.
Along the way we seek to engage
effectively with those impacted by
our operations, and to generate a
commercial return from the sale of
a valuable, publicly-owned, natural
resource.
The 2012-13 year has in many
ways been a year of consolidation
for VicForests. Following a number
of years dealing with large scale
bushfires and associated salvage
programs, and the impact of the
Global Financial Crisis, during this
last year VicForests has been able to
take more time considering how to
make the business more sustainable,
more profitable and more effective
in delivering the outcomes the
community expects.
We finished the year with a net
profit after tax of $802,000, our
Sustainable Forest Management
System was re-certified to the
Australian Forestry Standard, and we
refined our method of forecasting
future resource availability,
introducing additional processes to
ensure that the estimates presented
in the Resource Outlook are
operationally achievable and provide
for a sustainable industry.

The outlook indicates a significant
decline in ash sawlog availability
from around 2017, much of which
is due to the impacts of the 2003,
2006-07 and 2009 bushfires. This
decline will require a reduction in
the size of the industry as well as
VicForests. However, it is important
that the industry and dependent
regional communities be provided
some time to adjust to the forecast
harvest levels, as well as for
VicForests to continue to harvest the
forest at a sustainable level.
Since the release of the outlook
in mid-2013, we commenced a
commercial process that aims to
allocate a significant proportion of
the available resource to the timber
processing sector, in accordance with
the Government’s Timber Industry
Action Plan. This sales process aims
to provide the industry with longer
term resource security to enable
investment decisions to be made.
Despite these positive achievements,
VicForests did not achieve a number
of targets it set for itself in 2012-13:

We also had mixed success in our
dealings with our many and varied
stakeholders. This year we tried to
increase our transparency through
the establishment of a new website
and making significantly more
material available on it.
We continue to face ongoing
challenges regarding sharing
information about the industry
and VicForests’ practices but are
committed to building trust in
our operations through increased
engagement across all parts of the
business.
I encourage you to read this report,
which along with our Annual Report,
aim to provide a thorough review of
our operations during 2012-13. I also
welcome your views on how we can
improve this report.

Robert Green
Chief Executive Officer

thinning operations recorded
°° our
a higher-than-planned level of
damage to retained stems
did not update our net carbon
°° we
position, as we are waiting for
better information from relevant
studies
percentage of Corrective
°° the
Action and Incident Reports with
a high or greater risk rating that
were closed within 90 days was
lower than planned.
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About
VicForests

VicForests was established as a
State-owned company by the
Victorian Government in 2003, and
commenced operations in August
2004.

Operating in accordance
with our values is important
to VicForests. In all our
undertakings we strive to be:

VicForests’ purpose is to operate a
responsible business that generates
the best community value from
the commercial management of
Victoria’s State forests.

aiming for zero harm in all
that we do

The company is responsible for
calculating the volume of timber that
can be harvested sustainably from
State forests in eastern Victoria, and
then planning and managing the
sale, harvest and supply of timber,
and regrowing the forest following
harvesting.

Safe

Sustainable
respecting and caring for
our environment and the
communities in which we
operate

Customer Focused
being responsible in our
commercial dealings

Professional
operating in an ethical,
efficient and accountable
manner

State forest
Parks, reserves
and other publicly
owned forest
VicForests Regions

Our operations are managed out
of nine regional Victorian locations,
with a Corporate Support Office in
Melbourne.
During 2012-13 we supplied
approximately 500,000 m3 of logs to
26 sawmills, nearly 750,000 m3 of
logs to three residual log customers,
and a small but growing volume of
firewood to 17 customers.
Most of our customers are located
within regional communities across
eastern Victoria and southern New
South Wales.

Figure 1: VicForests’ management areas
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All of our operations are conducted
in accordance with our Sustainable
Forest Management Policy (refer to
next page).

About VicForests
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About this
report

Report structure
and scope
This Sustainability Report covers the
period 1 July 2012 to 30 June 2013.
It should be read in conjunction with
our Annual Report which can be
found at www.vicforests.com.au.
This is VicForests’ seventh
Sustainability Report and the second
prepared in accordance with the
Global Reporting Initiative’s G3.1
(GRI) Guidelines. The report has
been independently assessed by Net
Balance as meeting the requirements
of an application level B report.

VicForests has chosen not to seek
external assurance regarding the
information contained in this report4.
All of VicForests’ operations are
covered in this report. There are no
specific limitations to the report, nor
significant changes from previous
reports. No re-statements from
previous reports are necessary and
the report does not cover other
entities.

Report content
During mid-2012 VicForests
engaged Net Balance to identify the
sustainability issues that VicForests
should report on.
The process included:
peer review of Sustainability
°° aReports
from similar organisations
review of industry-based
°° astandards
or guidelines that exist
for the management of the issue
review of issues in the media
°° aand
reporting by non-government

Thirty three issues were identified
as important to VicForests and/or
its stakeholders. Figure 2 provides
a diagrammatic representation
of the importance of each issue.
Those issues considered to have a
significant impact on the successful
operations of VicForests as well as on
its stakeholders include:

°° threats to flora and fauna
certification, particularly
°° forest
VicForests’ work towards
obtaining Forest Stewardship
Council certification

organisations

°° a review of relevant regulations
review of VicForests’
°° aenvironment
and social risk
register
with stakeholders from
°° interviews
a range of business, government,
community-based groups and
industry organisations, in addition
to a number of employees of
VicForests5.

and stakeholder
°° community
engagement

°° resource security
management,
°° biodiversity
including maintenance of genetic

°° corporate governance
°° health and safety of workers
°° regional employment
°° carbon sequestration
°° water supply and quality.
Where data exists, VicForests has
reported against these issues,
in addition to outlining our
management approach for each.
Where data is incomplete or does
not exist, VicForests will continue to
work towards being able to report
more fully in future years.
VicForests intends to review its
assessment of what is important
to our stakeholders prior to
the preparation of the 2014
Sustainability Report.

diversity

°° managing the impacts of fire
°° old-growth harvesting
GRI uses the term ‘external assurance’ to refer to activities designed to result in published
conclusions on the quality of the report and the information contained within it.

4
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The interviews with stakeholders were conducted by Chit Chat

About this report

Relative importance of issues

Health and safety of workers

Threat to flora and fauna

Increasing importance of issue to VicForests

Forest certification
Maintaining genetic diversity
Sustaining a market for forest products
Corporate Governance & internal compliance
Contractor management
Indigenous and cultural heritage
Regional employment
Carbon sequestration
Staff training and development

Resource security
Managing impacts of fire
Old growth logging
Biodiversity

Decline in demand in key markets
Impacts of climate change
Community amenity

Carbon footprint
Community support and investment
Chemical usage
Diversity
Air emissions

Water supply and quality

Community
/ stakeholder
engagement

Soil health

Pest/Disease spread
Regional Forest Agreements

Recreational use of forests
Advocacy
Waste
Job security

Importation of illegal timber

Increasing importance of issue to stakeholders
Figure 2: Importance of issues to VicForests and its stakeholders

Economic issue

Environmental issue

Community issue

Internal VicForests issue
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Community
Engagement with the community
is integral to everything VicForests
does, and maintaining community
support for our operations is
absolutely fundamental for the
organisation.

Everything we do has an impact on
the community. The thousands of
people employed in Victoria’s timber
industry are affected by the volume
of timber we harvest and sell. Towns
in regional Victoria are impacted

by the presence of our offices and
our employees and their families. In
addition, the fact that we are in the
business of harvesting trees has an
impact on sections of the broader
community.

The key areas we focused on in
2012-13 included:

Collaborative partnerships – we
worked to identify opportunities for
collaboration with community groups
and academics

Stakeholder engagement
The high level of interest in our
operations and the large number
of interested groups and individuals
requires a number of approaches to
stakeholder engagement.
All of our employees are encouraged
to contribute to our stakeholder
engagement activities and participate
in field days, forest tours, shows
and other events, along with various
stakeholder meetings.
VicForests also seeks feedback
from interested stakeholders on
our management and operational
activities. Contact with stakeholders
is recorded, with 616 entries in
VicForests’ Communications Register
in 2012-13. The key issues raised by
stakeholders are listed in Table 2.
VicForests’ response to many of the
stakeholder concerns are provided
throughout this report.
During 2012-13 VicForests reviewed
its stakeholder engagement
activities, particularly focusing on
how the organisation can improve
stakeholders’ understanding of our
role, and our capacity to satisfy their
expectations.

8
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Website – we created a new website
that aims to be a cornerstone for
VicForests’ external communications.
Stakeholders and the general public
will be directed towards the site
for further information regarding
VicForests and the native timber
industry in Victoria.
Media management – we aimed
to support balanced and informed
public discussion around VicForests’
operations and issues related to the
native hardwood timber industry
by ensuring we have a voice in all
relevant articles and by promoting
our achievements and those of the
broader industry

Community Support Program –
we continued this program, which is
discussed in more detail on page 12.

Issue

Number
of entries

Burning
Community
engagement
Community sponsorship
Corporate information
Coupe / harvesting

10
119
90
7
179

Community relations – we
developed a more strategic approach
to attendance at community events,
updated the material presented
at those events and reviewed the
consistency of the information
VicForests provides to the community
through various stakeholder
engagement activities

Harvesting operations

16

Indigenous engagement

35

Log truck traffic

83

Stakeholder relations – we
re-instated a regular stakeholder
newsletter to advise readers of our
activities and what engagement
was taking place and we began a
program of offering forest tours
to key stakeholders as they have
proved to be an effective method
of describing the full scope of
VicForests’ operations

Marketing
Other

5
16

Planning

2

Public relations

9

Roading

6

Timber Release Plan
engagement
Total
Table 2: Number of entries in VicForests’
communications register in 2012-13

39
616

Community

Stakeholders

VicForests identifies affected and
interested stakeholders using
a variety of methods. Affected
stakeholders, such as those living
near operations or on haulage
routes, are identified as part of
our planning process or via directly
contacting VicForests during
different community engagement

activities. Many other individuals or
groups who maintain an interest
in VicForests’ operations are also
included on our stakeholder
database to allow engagement to
occur when and where relevant. This
database is reviewed annually to
ensure it remains current.

The table below identifies our key
stakeholder groups, their interest
in VicForests and our operations,
and the method and frequency of
engagement VicForests uses with
each group.

Stakeholder

Interest

Method of
engagement

Contractors

°° Harvest levels
°° Resource security
°° Contract management
°° Timing and location of operations
°° Regulatory compliance
°° Issues of local interest
°° Harvest levels
°° Sales
°° Pricing
°° Regulatory compliance
°° Issues of local interest
°° Resource security
°° Environmental sustainability
°° Issues of local interest
°° Regional economic development

°° Meetings
°° At least daily
°° Briefings
°° Contract negotiations

Customers and
timber businesses

Community
groups and
community
members
Industry
representative
groups and
professional
organisations

Media
organisations

Neighbours

°° Harvest levels
°° Sales
°° Regulatory compliance
°° Environmental sustainability and performance
°° Issues of local interest
°° Economic health of VicForests and the timber industry
°° Regional economic development
°° Biodiversity
°° Water and fire management
°° Economic contribution
°° Environmental sustainability
°° Operational practices
°° Issues of local interest
°° Timing and location of coupes
°° Noise
°° Dust
°° Issues of local interest

°° Meetings
°° Briefings
Agreement
°° Sales
negotiations

Frequency of
engagement

°° At least daily

°° Newsletters
°° Meetings
°° Briefings
°° Newsletters
°° Media
°° Forest tours
°° Meetings
°° Briefings
°° Forest tours

least
°° At
weekly

°° Meetings
°° Briefings
°° Forest tours

least
°° At
weekly

°° Meetings
°° Briefings
°° Advice re operations
°° Newsletters

least
°° At
weekly

least
°° At
weekly

VicForests
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Community

Stakeholders continued

Stakeholder

Interest

Method of
engagement

Victorian
Government
and Federal
Government
agencies

°° Regulatory compliance
°° Impact of forest operations on other forest values
°° Policy development and implementation
°° Fire management
°° Roads and other infrastructure
°° Biodiversity
°° Economic contribution
°° Operational practices
°° Scientific research
°° Social research
°° Sustainability
°° Timing and location of coupes
°° Cultural heritage issues
°° Issues of local interest
°° Employment opportunities

least
°° Meetings
°° At
weekly
Joint working groups
°°
°° Briefings
°° Audits
°° Forest tours
least
°° Meetings
°° At
monthly
Briefings
°°
°° Collaborative
Research

Academic,
research,
education and
training

Indigenous
community

Ministers and
Members of
Parliament

Regional
businesses

°° Regulatory compliance
°° Economic health of VicForests and the timber industry
°° Regional economic development
°° Issues of local interest
°° Product stewardship
°° Environmental performance
°° Issues of local interest
°° Regional economic development

Frequency of
engagement

°° Forest tours
°° Meetings
°° Briefings
°° Training workshops
°° Newsletters
°° Forest tours
°° Meetings
°° Briefings
°° Forest tours
°° Reporting

least
°° At
monthly

°° Meetings
°° Briefings
in
°° Participation
Chambers of

least
°° At
monthly

least
°° At
monthly

Commerce
Forest tours

Environmental
non-government
organisations

°° Environmental sustainability
°° Specific species/areas
Issues of local interest

Certification
bodies

°° Compliance with standards

°°
°° Meetings
°° Briefings
°° Newsletters
°° Forest tours
°° Audits

Local
Government

°° Issues of local interest
°° Regional economic development
°° Local roads
°° Timing and location of coupes
°° Issues of local interest

°° Meetings
°° Briefings
°° Forest tours
°° Meetings
Release Plan
°° Timber
advice

Consultants

°° Employment

°° Forest tours
of upcoming
°° Advice
consultancies

Unions

°° Economic sustainability
°° Workers’ rights

°° Meetings
°° Briefings

Other forest users

10
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least bi°° At
monthly

least
°° At
quarterly
least
°° At
quarterly
least
°° At
quarterly

°° When
required
°° When
required

Table 3: Stakeholders and methods and frequency of engagement

Community

Stakeholder engagement –
Toolangi
Concerns within some sections of
the community about the issue
of harvesting around Toolangi
continued in 2012-13.
Harvesting of Mountain Ash forest
around Toolangi has occurred for
over 100 years, including about 30
years of harvesting the 1939 fire
regrowth. However, the 2009 Black
Saturday fires burnt large areas
of forest surrounding Toolangi,
including significant areas of
Mountain Ash forest.
Harvesting in the ‘green’ stands
of forest around Toolangi has
continued since the 2009
fires, to enable existing supply
commitments to be met6. Since the
fires, some members of the local
community along with members
of larger ENGO groups have voiced
concerns about the impact of

harvesting on Leadbeater’s Possum,
local scenery, the understorey
and overstorey species that are
recovering from the fires, stream
water quantity and the noise from
log truck traffic.
VicForests has attempted to
address these concerns using a
number of approaches, including
on-site meetings, letters, phone
calls and emails. We have been
able to respond to some concerns,
particularly those of neighbours by
the alteration of coupe boundaries,
amendments to plans in some
cases, but have not been able to
meet the wishes of those seeking
cessation of harvesting in the area.
In August 2011 a local
environment group,
MyEnvironment, sought an
injunction to stop harvesting

operations in three coupes near
Toolangi, claiming that VicForests
had failed to correctly identify
Leadbeater’s Possum habitat. The
matter went to trial in 2012 and
Justice Osborn in the Supreme
Court of Victoria delivered his
judgment in favour of VicForests.
MyEnvironment appealed the
decision and the matter was heard
in the Court of Appeal on 24 Jun
2013. The outcome of that appeal
is not yet known.
Regardless of the outcome of the
appeal, VicForests will continue
to engage with members of the
community on issues concerning
our operations. This will be done
in the context of our role as a
State-owned company established
to harvest and sell timber resources
from the State forests of eastern
Victoria.

...VicForests
will continue
to engage with
members of
the community
on issues
concerning our
operations.

VicForests’ work at reviewing future supply
levels and transitioning the industry to lower
harvest levels is discussed on page 30
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Community

Community Support Program

OXFAM Trailwalker 2013

VicForests recognises the importance
of the local communities in which
we operate, and we aim to be
a responsible member of those
communities. Along with providing
direct and indirect employment,
assisting the Department of
Environment and Primary
Industries (DEPI) in fire prevention
and suppression activities, and
maintaining forest roads for use by
the public, VicForests’ Community
Support Program is a key part of
our commitment to corporate social
responsibility.

During 2012-13 a total of 35 groups
were provided with grants of up
to $2,000, with a total of $35,070
awarded.

Applications for grants are welcome
from a wide range of local
community groups.

All of these groups or organisations
have shown they meet the
Community Support Program criteria
and demonstrated the benefits they
provide to local communities.

The criteria to be awarded a grant
were:

°° is this a genuine need?
will the project benefit the
°° how
local community(ies)?
the event, project and/
°° does
or organising body have a
good reputation in the local
community?
the project based in an area in
°° iswhich
VicForests operates?

Woodchop, Omeo show, November 2012
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In addition, a number of
organisations which had previously
received grants as part of the
Community Support Program
re-applied for further funding in
2012-13. These applications were
considered and fifteen organisations
or groups were chosen to receive
ongoing funding in the form of a
three-year sponsorship agreement.

A total of $22,900 in funding was
provided to the fifteen groups or
organisations in 2012-13.
A number of timber donations
were also made to a range of
community organisations
including:

°° Mill Valley Ranch
°° Worowa College
All Abilities
°° Bairnsdale
playground.

This year VicForests entered five
teams into the OxFam Trailwalker
100km challenge.
Twenty eight staff either
walked or supported those
walking in this arduous event
that started in Wheelers Hill in
eastern Melbourne, crossed the
Dandenong Ranges and finished
in Wesburn.
Despite a lot of training, the long
and hilly course took its toll with
a lot of blisters and sore legs and
feet.
Through numerous fundraising
efforts, including a charity cricket
match and BBQ in Marysville,
our staff raised over $9,000
for OxFam’s international aid
programs.

...our staff
raised over
$9,000

Community

Indigenous engagement
VicForests is committed to
respecting, understanding,
recognising and accepting our
responsibilities to promote and
protect indigenous culture and
heritage. Increasing the level of
engagement with local indigenous
communities and maintaining the
current level of engagement with the
Office of Aboriginal Affairs Victoria
are key objectives for VicForests.

During 2012-13 VicForests continued
to engage with members of the
indigenous communities in East
Gippsland and Central Highlands
regions. There are three formally
recognised Registered Aboriginal
Parties within VicForests’ area of
operations including:
Land and Waters
°° Gunaikurnai
Aboriginal Corporation – East and
West Gippsland

Indigenous communities have a
range of interest in VicForests’
operations, including as:

Clans Aboriginal
°° Taungurung
Corporation – Central Highlands

owners who have
°° traditional
unique cultural and economic

Tribe Land and
°° Wurundjeri
Heritage Compensation Cultural

interests in the management of
natural resources
Aboriginal Parties with
°° Registered
a formal role in the Timber Release
Plan and Coupe Plan processes
and the protection of Aboriginal
heritage sites
owners under the
°° traditional
Traditional Owners Settlement Act
2010. Currently the Gunaikurnai
are the only holder of a traditional
owners settlement agreement
in the areas in which VicForests
operates.

Council – West Gippsland.
Engagement processes with
Gunaikurnai are well established.
VicForests is working to improve
the level of engagement with the
Taungurung and Wurundjeri to
provide more detailed information
about VicForests’ operations and to
seek more input into our planning
processes. For those areas without
a Registered Aboriginal Party,
VicForests consults with other
identified indigenous groups that
have an interest in the particular
area.

The main aspects of our engagement
include identifying indigenous
cultural heritage sites that may
occur on or near proposed coupes
and then determining the necessary
protection measures, in conjunction
with the relevant indigenous group.
During 2012-13 VicForests
determined that some of the fieldbased work which is contracted
out, including seed collection,
planting and regeneration surveys,
could potentially be undertaken
by indigenous groups operating
natural resource management
businesses, provided that appropriate
occupational health and safety and
environmental management systems
are in place. VicForests started a
training program for local indigenous
groups in seed picking and
regeneration surveys. This training
will enable those indigenous groups
to tender for this type of work, when
it becomes available. This training
will continue in 2013-14.

owners, who acquire land
°° land
because of its cultural significance
and for economic benefit

°° part of the workforce.

VicForests
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Gunaikurnai natural resource
management business
Since being recognised under the
Traditional Owners Settlement Act
2010, the Gunaikurnai have been
working towards increasing the
capability and capacity of their
people through the development
of a natural resource management
business.
During 2012-13 VicForests assisted
Gunaikurnai in the development
of occupational health and safety
and environmental management
systems. Documentation, funded
by VicForests, was developed by
a local business and VicForests
provided input as the documents
were developed.

VicForests also provided in-kind
support for the development of
their local firewood business.
Six loads of logs were delivered
to their wood yard just outside
Paynesville. Following an
assessment to determine whether
or not a profitable business could
be created, VicForests entered into
a Timber Sale Agreement with
Gunaikurnai, and delivered over
1,200 tonnes of firewood to the
site.
Two Gunaikurnai are employed
permanently at the site, sorting and
cross cutting the logs.

Other members of their natural
resource management business are
brought in on a regular basis to
split and stack the firewood.
Firewood is either sold directly
from the yard or delivered, with
most customers from Paynesville,
Bairnsdale or Lakes Entrance.
Gunaikurnai plan to replicate this
type of business across the area
for which they are the Traditional
Owner, to provide sustainable
employment as well as to supply a
product used by many local people.

...working
towards increasing
the capability and
capacity of their
people...
14
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Socio-economic benefits
Victoria’s plantations and native
forests support a large and regionally
important manufacturing industry in
Victoria.

The decline in forest industry
employment in recent years has
resulted from a number of factors8,
including:

It is estimated that just over 21,000
Victorians7 are employed in the
forest industry, which can be broadly
divided into four sectors:

high Australian dollar which
°° the
has reduced the competitiveness

growing sector grows and
°° the
manage forests and plantations
forestry support services sector
°° the
provides specialist services to
the industry such as harvest and
haulage of timber and silvicultural
activities)
primary processing sector
°° the
processes harvested timber
(roundwood) into initial wood
products such as sawn timber,
woodchips and pulp
secondary processing sector
°° the
transforms initial wood and pulp
products into further processed
wood and paper products.
The secondary processing sector
employs an additional 14,000
people across both regional
Victoria and metropolitan
Melbourne.
Total employment in the forest
industries has declined considerably
since 2009. It is estimated that
between 2009 and 2012, jobs
declined by 36.9 per cent in the
growing sector, 34.9 per cent in the
forestry support services sector, 13.1
per cent in the primary processing
sector and 4.3 per cent in the
secondary processing sector.

of wood and paper products being
exported overseas while increasing
the competitiveness of imported
products
demand for structural
°° reduced
timber in the domestic
construction market during much
of 2009 to 2013
effects of bushfires in the
°° the
2000s on timber supply
structural change in the
°° ongoing
industry, particularly consolidation
of wood processing mills to fewer,
larger mills
collapse of many forestry°° the
related Managed Investment
Schemes.
These factors have impacted on
the native forest sector as well as
the softwood sector and plantation
hardwood sectors.
Over the last five years, VicForests
has seen a decline in the number of
sawlog and residual log customers
from 37 in 2008-09 to 28 in
2012-13. This trend is expected
to continue, with a number of
existing customers currently without
an ongoing allocation for timber
supply past 2013-14. VicForests
is attempting to address this issue
through the Timber Sales Process
2013 - see page 33.

Schirmer, J. and Mylek, M. (2013) Socio-economic characteristics of Victoria’s forestry industries,
2009-2012 (draft). Report prepared for the Victorian Department of Environment and Primary
Industries. p6

Despite this recent decline, the
sawlogs and residual logs VicForests
supplies to customers across the
State still support a significant
number of jobs. Schirmer and Mylek
have estimated that about 2,300
out of the 21,000 people working in
Victoria’s forest industries work in the
growing, forestry support services
and primary processing areas of the
native forest sector.
The majority of these jobs are located
in regional Victoria, with towns such
as Cann River, Orbost, Heyfield and
Noojee depending significantly on
the timber industry for employment
opportunities.
VicForests’ operations in regional
Victoria also support local
communities and regional economies
in a number of other ways:
the purchase of goods
°° through
and services from a variety of
businesses across regional Victoria.
In 2012-13 VicForests spent nearly
$93 million buying goods and
services from about 370 suppliers.
the maintenance of large
°° through
sections of the road network on
State forest
assisting DEPI with fire
°° by
prevention and suppression
activities
supporting community groups
°° by
through the Community Support
Program
the activities of our
°° through
employees and their families in
local communities.

7

8

Ibid p4
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Auswest Timbers
Auswest Timbers is VicForests’
largest customer of mixed species
sawlog. Auswest Timbers is owned
by Brickworks Ltd, an ASX listed
company.
Auswest’s Victorian operations
focus on the production and
sale of ‘chestnut’ and ‘wormy
chestnut’ timber, primarily used
for high-quality flooring, but
also for decking and furniture
manufacture.
Auswest buys about 36,000
m3 of sawlogs each year from
VicForests, with supply mainly
comprising Messmate, Cuttail
and Silvertop Ash from East
Gippsland. The green logs are
processed and partially dried at
the Brodribb mill, just east of
Orbost, and then transported to
the Bairnsdale Processing Centre
where, along with sawn timber
bought from seven other mills in
the East Gippsland region, drying
is completed in the large kilns.
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The finished products are sold
to about 150 customers located
across Australia. A small but
growing proportion is exported,
mainly into China for furniture
manufacture.
The residual products generated
from the manufacturing process
are also sold, with woodchip
sold to South East Fibre Exports
based in Eden, NSW, and the
sawdust sold to Bega Cheese Ltd’s
processing site in Bega, NSW.
The mills are significant employers
in the region, with 20 people
employed at the Brodribb mill and
30 at the Bairnsdale Processing
Centre. The mills’ operations
are estimated to contribute to
the employment of a further
250 people, mainly in the
Bairnsdale district, in areas such as
engineering, electrical, plumbing,
gas, metal fabrication, safety
consultants, machinery servicing
and hospitality.

The mills’
operations
are estimated
to contribute
to the
employment of
a further 250
people

Environment
The protection of our forests is
important to many in the community.
Forests are valued for many things:
their beauty, the biodiversity found
within them, the clean water they
filter, the carbon they store, the
recreational opportunities they
provide, as well as for the timber and
other products they generate.
VicForests, along with the
community wants to see our forests
managed well. However, what this
actually looks like on the ground
means many different things to many
different people.
A number of government agencies
are responsible for the management
of Victoria’s native forests.
Approximately 3.6 million hectares
or 46 per cent of native forests are
protected in parks and reserves, and
managed by Parks Victoria. A further
3.1 million hectares or 39 per cent
is in State forests and managed by
the Department of Environment and
Primary Industries with the remaining
1.2 million hectares or 15 per cent
on private land or other public land
managed by a range of government
agencies.

Of the 3.1 million hectares of State
forest, approximately 490,000
hectares is both available and
suitable for VicForests to harvest,
over a rotation of between about 60
and 120 years.
VicForests’ role is to harvest and
sell timber resources from the
State forests in eastern Victoria
and regenerate harvested areas.
VicForests recognises that in order
to undertake that role, our activities
have the potential to impact on the
forest environment.
Our approach to forest management
is to operate in a sustainable manner,
balancing the need to provide a
stable supply of forest products while
protecting the forests’ environmental
and heritage values for generations
to come.
We operate in accordance with the
environmental protection measures
contained in various regulatory
instruments, and are committed
to improving our practices based
on research and community
engagement as well as developing
prescriptions for the protection of
forest values where they do not
already exist.
The potential impact of VicForests’
operations on flora and fauna,
particularly those that are
threatened, is a key issue for
VicForests and many of our
stakeholders.

To protect populations of Victoria’s
forest dwelling flora and fauna,
Victorian governments have
developed an extensive system
of parks and reserves. Where
populations of threatened species
are found within areas in which
VicForests plans to operate,
VicForests implements additional
management actions which include:
pre-harvest fauna
°° undertaking
surveys to search for threatened
species and/or their habitat in
areas planned for harvest
areas containing those
°° protecting
species and excluding them from
harvesting
areas in the VicForests
°° including
Reserve system
the number of coupes
°° limiting
harvested in a particular area
the number of coupes
°° limiting
that may be harvested in an area
over a period of time
the shape of a coupe
°° changing
boundary to ensure biodiversity
values are protected
the configuration
°° changing
of retained trees or protected
areas within a coupe to meet
biodiversity objectives
the conditions under
°° changing
which a coupe can be harvested
in scientific biodiversity
°° engaging
research.
The selection of additional control
measures depends on the habitat
requirements of the species in
question and the degree of potential
disturbance from VicForests’
operations.
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Environmental risk
management

VicForests’ actions
in 2012-13

To identify the environmental risks
associated with our operational
activities, VicForests maintains a
social and environmental risk register.
VicForests implemented a new risk
system during 2012-13. The key
improvement the new system offers
is the integration of risk, compliance,
incident reporting and corrective
actions.

During 2012-13 VicForests
continued to develop its role in the
management of flora and fauna,
and particularly those species or
communities that are threatened.
This role has grown over the last
few years, as a result of a number
of internal and external factors,
including:

The key risks are reviewed following
audits and corrective actions as well
as annually by senior managers. Each
risk is assessed and given pre- and
post-controls by evaluating likelihood
and consequence ratings. Mitigating
actions are identified where the
overall rating is considered greater
than VicForests’ risk appetite.
Some of the key risks include
damage to flora and fauna, failure
of operational practices, damage
to cultural values, fire, disease,
governance, and stakeholder and
commercial risks.
Mitigating actions for these risks are
specified in operational procedures
and instructions, which are provided
to VicForests’ employees and
contractors. Training in the use of
these procedures and instructions is
ongoing and is guided by the level of
risk specified in the register.
One of VicForests’ objectives and
targets for 2012-13 was to ensure
our internal instructions are reviewed
regularly, with a target of 90 per cent
reviewed by the end of June. This
target was exceeded, with 97 per
cent of internal instructions current
by that date.

clarity around DEPI’s
°° increasing
role in forest management and
regulation
engagement and
°° stakeholder
management of stakeholder
expectations
from litigation and
°° outcomes
regulatory audits
reviews of our role in
°° internal
forest management.
This changing role has seen
substantial improvements to our
planning processes and to fieldbased operations, particularly
through:
appointment of a
°° the
Conservation Biologist to assist
with the development of research
and management strategies for
the management of different
threatened flora and fauna,
and liaison with relevant species
experts and research institutions

›› desktop assessment, by which
all proposed coupes are
checked for values already
identified and mapped in a
particular area

›› coupe transect, by which all

proposed coupes are surveyed
in the field, specifically to locate
threatened species, their habitat
or threatened vegetation
communities

›› targeted species surveys,

by which areas identified
as potentially containing
threatened species are surveyed
by appropriately qualified
external ecological consultants
and/or staff members

›› targeted research and

monitoring. This occurs where
coupe-level surveys may be less
effective for species with large
home ranges that occupy a
range of forest areas while also
providing insight into process
development and best practice.

A review of this framework,
written by VicForests’ Conservation
Biologist and Planning Manager was
published in Australian Forestry in
March 20139.

appointment of a Biodiversity
°° the
Planner in each region to improve
certainty and consistency across
biodiversity planning and
operational management at the
coupe-level
development of VicForests’
°° the
threatened fauna management
framework. This framework
includes four main stages:

Spot-tailed Quoll
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Powell C.J. and Sedunary, D. (2013) Development of a threatened fauna management
framework across Victoria’s State forest. Australian Forestry 76:1, 10-15
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VicForests
Reserves
During 2012-13 VicForests
conducted pre-harvest fauna
surveys across 39 coupes. The
following threatened species were
detected:

Since VicForests commenced preharvest surveys for threatened
species in 2010-11, VicForests has
detected 285 individuals, from a
range of species.

Long-footed Potoroos
°° 9(Potorous
longipes)

Once a threatened species is
detected on or near a proposed
coupe, VicForests develops a
special management plan that
aims to protect the identified
suitable habitat for that species, as
well as incorporating all relevant
prescriptions and regulatory
requirements. These plans may
incorporate areas excluded from
harvesting, known as VicForests
Reserves, and Special Management
Areas in which harvesting can
proceed under certain conditions.

°° 1 Powerful Owl (Ninox strenua)
Spot-tailed Quoll (Dasyurus
°° 1maculatus).
VicForests also established a
biodiversity monitoring project in
the ash forests around Powelltown,
in the Central Highlands. This
long-term monitoring project seeks
to investigate how local fauna
respond to timber harvesting across
the highly managed forests of the
Central Highlands. A pilot study
was carried out in collaboration
with the University of Melbourne’s
Department of Zoology. Vertebrate
and invertebrate fauna from
sites containing different aged
Mountain Ash forest were sampled.
It is planned that VicForests will
maintain these monitoring sites
and continue to gather information
about local faunal communities.

VicForests Reserves are areas from
which harvesting is excluded. They
are created by VicForests to provide
protection for threatened species in
addition to that provided by existing
parks and reserves.
The area of VicForests Reserve
created since 2010-11 that was
previously available for timber
harvesting is shown in Table 4.

Primary value of VicForests Reserve Area

Total (ha)

Sites of Significance for Rainforest sub-catchment protection

730

Leadbeater’s Possum

228

Long-footed Potoroo

1,386

Orbost Spiny Crayfish

60

Other Spiny Crayfish species

41
5

Large forest owl roost tree

367

Spot-tailed Quoll

68

Yellow-bellied Glider
Total

2,885

Table 4: Area of VicForests Reserve that was previously available for timber harvesting
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Leadbeater’s Possum
The management of Leadbeater’s
Possum habitat has been of
significant community concern since
the 1980s, and this concern has
increased since the Black Saturday
bushfires of February 2009.
Leadbeater’s Possum is a small
tree-dwelling marsupial that is listed
as endangered. Its prime habitat
comprises old, hollow-bearing ash
eucalypt trees which are used for
nesting, and a dense understorey,
often of acacia species, which is used
for movement and as a food source.

Figure 3: Leadbeater’s Possum habitat
Legend
Home range of the Leadbeater’s Possum*

The possum’s known range is an
area of approximately 70 x 80 km in
the Central Highlands of Victoria, as
figure 3 shows. The majority of this
area was burnt in the 1939 bushfires.
The forest that regrew, along with the
hollow-bearing trees killed in those
fires have provided ideal habitat for
the possum. However, as time passes,
these dead hollow-bearing trees
are collapsing, and as a result, the
possum is expected to suffer a severe
decline in population over the period
2020 until 2075 (Leadbeater’s Possum
Action Statement: Department of
Sustainability and Environment,
2003).

Forest types suitable as habitat for the
Leadbeater’s Possum*
Suitable forest types unburnt by recent
bushfires where timber harvesting is
excluded
Includes National Parks, conservation
reserves and Special Protection Zones
within State forest and areas modelled as
excluded under the Code of Practice for
Timber Production 2007.
Suitable forest types burnt in 2006-07 or
2009 bushfires
Suitable forest types unburnt by recent
bushfires and available for timber
harvesting
Includes areas of State forest zoned as
General Management Zone (does not
include areas modelled as excluded under
the Code of Practice for Timber Production
2007.

As Figure 3 shows, the 2009 Black
Saturday fires affected about 34 per
cent of the possum’s habitat within its
known range.
Determining the population of
the possum is difficult, but based
on recent surveys throughout
the Central Highlands, there may
be between 1,500 and 4,500
colonies. Assuming a colony of 2-3
possums per colony, there may be
approximately 3,750 to 11,250
individuals in the Central Highlands
of Victoria10.
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General map features
Other forest types not suitable as habitat for
Leadbeater’s Possum
Non-forested areas and/or private land
Major roads
Town locations
*Map Notes
1. Leadbeater’s Possum home range is defined
as the area covered by the Leadbeater’s Possum
Management Units as described within the
Leadbeater’s Possum Action Statement (Action
Statement #62).
2. Forest types suitable as habitat for the
Leadbeater’s Possum are defined as Mountain
Ash, Alpine Ash, Shining Gum and Snow Gum
forests.

Extent of 2009 “Black Saturday” bushfire

In mid-2013, The Victorian
Government announced the creation
of a Leadbeater’s Possum Advisory
Group. VicForests was invited by
the Minister for Environment and
Climate Change and the Minister
for Agriculture and Food Security to
be a member of the group, along
with Parks Victoria, the Victorian
Association of Forest Industries, Zoos
Victoria and the Leadbeater’s Possum
Recovery Team.

10

The aim of this group is to
provide recommendations on
ways to support the recovery of
the Leadbeater’s Possum while
maintaining a sustainable timber
industry.

Department of Environment and Primary Industries (2013) Fact Sheet - Leadbeater’s Possum

Environment

Copyright Jean-Paul Ferrero/
AUSCAPE All rights reserved

This action
has resulted in
the addition
of about 228
hectares into
VicForests
Reserves.

During 2012-13, VicForests has also
taken a range of actions to protect
the possum and its habitat, in
addition to regulatory requirements,
these include:
prescriptions to
°° developing
protect known colonies of
Leadbeater’s Possum. This action
has resulted in the addition of
about 228 hectares into VicForests
Reserves.
and developing
°° investigating
alternative harvesting and
retention systems to promote
recruitment of future suitable
habitat
to support active
°° continuing
research and monitoring
programs through reservation of
monitoring sites and participating
in collaborative research projects
focused on the protection and
maintenance of the possum across
the landscape

and undertaking
°° developing
field-based training and
competencies for all field staff,
to ensure correct procedures for
identification and assessment of
Leadbeater’s Possum habitat are
well understood by VicForests’
planning and operations foresters
the procedures around
°° updating
marking proposed coupes that
may contain Leadbeater’s Possum
Zone 1A habitat, including:

›› making the Biodiversity Planner
available to mark proposed
coupes prior to harvesting
commencing

›› developing a document

describing tree maturity stages

›› clarifying the guideline around
the configuration of Zone 1A
habitat.

and using alternative
°° trialling
regeneration burning techniques
to improve forest areas containing
potential high value habitat

VicForests
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Rainforest
In September 2011 the (then)
Department of Sustainability and
Environment filed a claim against
VicForests stating that VicForests
had harvested rainforest in East
Gippsland. VicForests disputed
the claim, maintaining that all
rainforest in the area in question
had been correctly identified and
appropriately buffered.
The issue was resolved out of court.
VicForests worked with DSE to
review and improve the process
and requirements relating to the
identification and marking of
rainforest. An agreed framework
was presented to the court, with
the judge making both parties sign
an undertaking which required
each party to fulfil a number of
obligations by 30 June 2013.
DSE undertook to provide a
consolidated interpretation of
existing regulatory requirements
relating to rainforest identification
and protection.
VicForests’ obligations included:
the rainforest
°° updating
identification guideline
all operations staff in
°° training
rainforest identification
that all operations
°° ensuring
staff receive annual rainforest
identification training
the identification of
°° including
rainforest as an internal audit
criteria
the approach to
°° formalising
elevating issues relating to the
identification of rainforest. This
includes the involvement of the
regional Biodiversity Planner,
the Forest Scientist and external
experts, where required.
These obligations have been met
and the department has written to
the Court applying for the charges
to be withdrawn. The matter is now
settled.
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Biodiversity Planner - Wayne Long
Wayne Long is one of VicForests’
two regionally-based Biodiversity
Planners.
Wayne has had a long history
working with VicForests and
former departments. Wayne’s
training and extensive knowledge
of the forest and forest
operations enables him to provide
advice to VicForests’ foresters
when they encounter threatened
species or habitat on proposed
coupes.
Wayne’s role is to:
VicForests’ operations
°° ensure
comply with our prescriptions
and procedures that exist to
protect flora and fauna
support to field staff
°° provide
in the identification and
protection of biodiversity
values across areas planned for
timber harvesting or related
operations
field staff in the
°° train
identification and management
of biodiversity values
VicForests’ (and the
°° further
State’s) knowledge of the
distribution and habitat
requirements of forestdependent flora and fauna
through coupe-level field
surveys and landscape scale
research and monitoring
programs

to the development
°° contribute
of adaptive management
plans for the protection of
threatened species.
A highlight for Wayne this year
was the detection of a Spottailed Quoll. This elusive animal
is listed as endangered, and is
rarely detected. The animal was
detected in an area north of
Nowa Nowa using remote survey
cameras.
Quolls are very solitary animals,
occurring at low densities with
home ranges of between 6004,500 hectares (depending on
gender) and are consequently
very hard to detect, making this
sighting very significant.
A VicForests Special Management
Area has been created to protect
habitat values for this species.
Over 1,500 hectares of forested
habitat, including the detection
site, has been set aside for
protection of this species. Of
this area, 1,000 hectares will be
fully excluded from any timber
harvesting or associated activities.
This area is well in excess of
the 500 hectares required to
be excluded from harvesting
as prescribed in the Action
Statement.
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Regeneration
VicForests regenerates all harvested
stands to ensure that there will
be forest and timber for future
generations.
In 2012-13, VicForests spent
approximately $4.6 million in
regenerating 3,397 hectares of
harvested stands.
During the year we collected nearly
1,500 kg of seed. The collection
program is overseen by VicForests’
Regeneration Foresters, and
undertaken by regionally-based
contractors.
The seeds used for the regeneration
process are sourced from local stands
to ensure that the regeneration
matches the mix of species that
existed on-site prior to harvest.
Following collection, the seed is
taken to drying kilns to extract the
seed from the capsule. The seed is
then stored in humidity-controlled
stores, labelled, and is available for
use over the following 10 years.
VicForests also prepared 3,408
hectares of harvested coupes for
regeneration. Over 80 per cent
of this area was burnt, with the
remainder either mechanically
disturbed, or had already
regenerated naturally.

Burning remains the predominant
method of preparing a harvested
coupe for regeneration because
it most closely replicates natural
processes, where a stand would
burn in a bushfire, and seed would
fall a few days later from the
branches of the burnt trees.
The area of naturally-regenerated
forest in 2012-13 was lower than in
2011-12 because significantly less
harvesting occurred in the Cann
River area of East Gippsland, the
area in which natural regeneration is
most successful.
Of the 3,397 hectares regenerated,
3,191 hectares was regenerated by
either aerial or hand seeding, 156
hectares self-regenerated and 60
hectares planted.
This area is substantially lower than
that regenerated in 2012-13 due to
the smaller area harvested.
We also surveyed 3,836 hectares of
regenerating coupes.

Regenerating and
monitoring harvested
areas
Every area harvested by VicForests
is actively regenerated and then
monitored to ensure the forest
regrows and returns to maturity.
The regeneration of our forests
is a detailed process which can
take more than three years to
complete successfully.
Seeding operations are generally
conducted during autumn. Once
germinated, the seedlings grow,
and are of sufficient size and
density for VicForests to conduct
a stocking survey in about 18
months to 30 months time.
Stocking surveys are used to
determine whether or not an
adequate level of stocking
is achieved. In most cases,
adequate stocking is considered
to be when the stocking level
reaches between 55 to 65 per
cent, depending on the intensity
of the survey. That is, of the plots
sampled on a regenerated area,
55 to 65 per cent have at least
one seedling.
In most cases, any area within the
regenerated area that is greater
than one hectare in area and
unstocked is re-treated until it is
adequately stocked.
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Coupe finalisation
In 2012-13 VicForests submitted
5,726 hectares of regenerated forest
to DEPI for coupe finalisation.
The areas submitted are then
audited by the DEPI to confirm
whether or note the regeneration
process has been successful.
The success of this process was
a focus of the Victorian Auditor
General’s Office audit conducted
during 2013. Although the final
audit outcomes are not yet available,
it became evident during the audit
that our internal systems used to
record regeneration data required
improvement.
Until the introduction of Cengea
(see page 56), regeneration data
was stored in two databases –
tabular data (such as dates and
the type of site establishment) in a
textual database and spatial data
(such as the area and location of
the regenerating coupe) in a spatial
database. Linking regeneration
activities between the databases,
particularly when activities were
repeated (such as if an area of
regeneration failed and was
subsequently re-treated) is complex
and not error free.
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Third party claims
The introduction of Cengea will
reduce, if not eliminate this problem,
because the textual and spatial data
are stored in the one database, and
reference each other.
To ensure our historic regeneration
data and statistics are correct,
VicForests plans to commence a
project in 2013-14 to reconcile
every hectare of forest that has been
harvested from 1 August 2004 until
30 June 2013.
While we do not expect to find
major discrepancies in the data that
have been reported on previously,
we do expect that this project will
result in a correct and consistent
record of VicForests’ regeneration
activities.

The number of claims made by third
parties that allege proposed coupes
contain either threatened fauna,
their habitat or threatened flora
communities has been increasing over
the last few years.
VicForests has been advised by a
number of individuals and groups of
the potential presence in proposed
coupes of Long-footed Potoroos,
large forest owls, the Orbost Spiny
Crayfish, Leadbeater’s Possum and its
habitat, and rainforest.
VicForests takes all third party claims
seriously and each is considered
in detail. Once a claim is received,
VicForests reviews the planning
processes undertaken for the area,
conducts a survey of the area if
required, and prepares a preliminary
investigation report. If required,
experts on the species in question
are consulted, regarding methods
of detection, and protection or
management requirements.
Depending on the species in
question and relevant prescription,
VicForests will adjust the coupe
boundary or increase the number
and configuration of the trees to be
retained across the proposed coupe,
to ensure adequate protection of the
reported species.
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Carbon and energy
VicForests’ activities contribute to
both carbon emissions and carbon
sequestration. Previous modelling
of the total carbon stock associated
within the productive and available
area in which VicForests’ operates
was discussed in VicForests’ 2012
Sustainability Report, which can be
found at www.vicforests.com.au.
VicForests’ emissions mainly relate
to plant and vehicle emissions and
emissions from regeneration burns.
Figure 4 shows estimated emissions
from VicForests’ vehicle fleet11 and
harvest and haul operations12.
VicForests does not currently have
access to fuel usage data of harvest
and haul contractors. Their fuel
usage has been estimated using
industry averages for fuel used per
cubic metre of wood harvested and
average distances travelled by a truck
per litre of fuel use.
VicForests is giving consideration to
the collection of fuel consumption
data directly from contractors under
future agreements.
Emissions resulting from regeneration
burns cannot be reported on as
accurately. Following harvesting
operations, most coupes undergo
a regeneration burn, in which the
majority of post-harvest residues on
the coupe are burnt. Emissions from
these burns vary on the amount and
type of residues on the coupe and
the intensity of the burn.

In 2012-13, VicForests planned
to undertake more work on
determining our carbon position.
This target was not achieved due to
a re-focus of activities relating to this.

650

VicForests is now contributing to
work being undertaken by Forests
and Wood Products Australia
in forests in NSW and Victoria.
This study aims to increase the
understanding of the volume of total
standing carbon and the amount of
carbon stored in short, medium and
long-term product pools, following
harvesting operations. VicForests will
use the results of this study when
preparing its next statement on
carbon emissions and sequestration.

600

VicForests continues to explore
opportunities with potential partners
for the use of post-harvest residues
(which are currently burnt on-site) for
bioenergy uses. However, until the
use of these residues is recognised as
an eligible renewable energy source
under the Renewable Energy Target,
opportunities will remain limited.
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Figure 4: Emissions from VicForests’ vehicle
fleet and harvest and haul operations

In regards to adaptations, VicForests
continues to monitor the outputs
from climate change research
and will consider appropriate
modifications to our practices. In
the short-term, VicForests will seek
to increase the area regenerated
by natural seedfall, and therefore
reduce the area undergoing a site
preparation burn.

VicForests’ previous reporting on
carbon storage within the area of
State forest in which VicForests
operates, indicated that emissions
resulting from harvest operations,
including from regeneration burns,
are offset by the carbon sequested
by the regenerating forest.

Based on 2.3kg of CO2 emissions for every litre of petrol and 2.7kg for every litre of diesel based on the Greenhouse gas emissions calculator at www.environment.gov.au/settlements/
transport/fuelguide/environment

11

12

Based on 3.2 million litres for harvest and 6.1 million litres for haulage
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Water

VicForests’ prescriptions include a
number of mechanisms to protect
water quality, including:
harvesting in
°° avoiding
inappropriate areas or steep
slopes

fuel stores to be
°° requiring
appropriately stored and
protected

stream crossings on
°° minimising
forest roads
buffers on all
°° implementing
streams, with no harvesting
permitted within the buffer

permitting machines to enter
°° not
filter strips
appropriate
°° constructing
drainage structures on in-coupe
tracks to reduce water flow.

Harvesting, haulage and roading
contractors are required to
operate in accordance with these
prescriptions. Compliance is
monitored through monthly coupe
audits. In 2012-13 the monitoring
of measures relating to water
quality resulted in a compliance
rate of 99 per cent, or 4,802 out of
4,837 monitoring records.
All 35 non-conformances recorded
were remedied within the specified
time and did not require a
Corrective Action or Incident Report
(CAIR) to be raised.
Compliance with measures
specifically relating to the location
of fuel stores, appropriate liquid
containment barriers, and spills was
96 per cent, with 638 out of 668
records indicating compliance. The
30 instances of non-compliance
related to records of insufficient
bunding of fuel and oil stores,
machinery not serviced over drip
trays of appropriate size or oil
spills larger than an A3 sheet of
paper. There were no instances of
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fuel, oil stores or sites for servicing
machinery located inside excluded
areas or less than 40m from any
stream, wetland or drainage line.
No CAIRs were raised from these
identified non-conformances.
The DEPI Forest Audit Program
module 5 audit identified two
coupes where the road leading
into an audited coupe crossed a
permanent water course, but did
not have the prescribed measures
in place to protect the stream
and water quality from sediment
entrained in road run-off. For one of
these coupes, gravel and sediments
from the road was observed to have
entered the stream.
In response to this finding, in
2013-14 VicForests will increase the
level of audit of harvested coupes
and roads for compliance against
road construction in the vicinity
of waterways and will undertake
further training of employees
involved in road construction.
In a separate instance, one fire
salvage coupe did not provide a
sufficient buffer along a permanent
water course. A short section was
identified where the prescribed
buffer width of 30 m was not
provided and harvesting came to
within about 25 m of the stream.
There was no evidence of sediment
movement from the harvest area to
the stream. The auditors provided
no recommendations regarding this
incident, which VicForests considers
to be an isolated incident.
VicForests will continue to monitor
all coupes on a monthly basis and
use internal audit processes to
identify and measure compliance.

2012-13 continued to be a
difficult year for the timber
industry in Victoria. The domestic
housing market which consumes
a significant proportion of the
sawn timber output from Victorian
hardwood sawmills remained
subdued.

wood products and paper. It was
only in the last quarter of 2012-13
that the exchange rate decreased,
providing for an improved business
environment with less competitive
imports.
These factors contributed to a 12
per cent reduction in the volume
of log supplied by VicForests,
continuing the trend of the last few
years, as Figure 5 shows.

In addition, the high Australian
dollar has impacted on the export
woodchip market, and gave a
competitive edge to imports of solid
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Figure 5: VicForests volume and sales revenue, 2004-05 to 2012-13

The decline in sales volume since
VicForests’ establishment in 2004
is a result of a number of factors
including:

economic conditions
°° subdued
since the 2008 Global Financial

by VicForests to reduce
°° decisions
harvest levels to achieve a more

2011 tsunami in Japan,
°° the
which destroyed a number of

stable supply, following the
impact of the 2003, 2006-07
and 2009 bushfires on available
timber volumes and the creation
of parks and reserves in East
Gippsland in 2010 which reduced
the area of forest available for
harvest in East Gippsland

Crisis which have resulted in
lower demand from customers

paper manufacturing facilities,
thereby reducing demand for
woodchips.
As Figure 5 and Table 5 shows, the
decline in volume sold has had a
corresponding impact on VicForests’
revenue.
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$000

2012-13

2011-12

2010-11

2009-10

2008-09

2007-08

2006-07

2005-06

2004-05

Operating
Revenue

104,474

116,655

131,414

131,588

125,335

125,767

99,117

37,245

36,731

Net Profit
After Tax

802

(96)

2,323

3,592

(5,024)

538

(17)

2,085

8,198

Table 5: VicForests’ financial performance since 2004-05

To manage this decline in revenue,
and to ensure an operating profit in
2012-13, VicForests maintained a
focus on reducing costs and applying
stringent credit and cash flow
management processes. An after tax
profit of $802,000 was recorded.
VicForests’ charter, as outlined in
its Order in Council, is to undertake
the sale and supply of timber on a
commercial basis. VicForests must be
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commercially focused, and undertake
its commercial activities in a manner
which will maximise the long-term
economic returns to Victoria.
To meet these objectives, VicForests’
Board and executive plan for the
business to generate a profit,
to deliver a direct return to the
Government from the sale of the
State’s valuable native forest timber.

Given the forecast decline in the
volume of sawlog (and therefore
residual log) available for harvest and
supply (see page 30ff), the future
profitability of the organisation was
a focus during 2012-13. Two major
processes that have resulted are
the Timber Sales Process 2013 and
the Business Review (see page 40).
These processes aim to create a more
profitable and sustainable business
environment.

Economic

Industry structural
adjustment in East
Gippsland

The native hardwood timber
industry in East Gippsland has been
undergoing significant structural
adjustment over recent years.
In 2012, VicForests’ Resource
Outlook indicated that the supply
of mixed species sawlog from the
East Gippsland region would decline
to 50,000m3 p.a. from 2013-14
onwards.
This level of supply can then be
maintained in the medium-term,
until supply levels again increase as
previously harvested areas regrow
and again become available, as Figure
9 shows (page 32).
However, this reduction in supply
may lead to some mill closures, unless
those mills are able to increase their
intake of mixed species sawlog from
the Central Highlands or lower grade
sawlog, which is on offer through the
Timber Sales Process 2013.

Over the last few years VicForests
has worked with the industry in East
Gippsland to identify and implement
ways to mitigate the impact of the
decline in mixed species sawlog
supply. These include:
existing sales contracts
°° amending
to reduce the annual supply
volume but increase the tenure of
supply
sawlogs from the
°° supplying
Central Highlands to meet existing
contractual commitments
low grade logs through
°° allocating
an Expression of Interest to enable
mills to continue operating
the volume of firewood
°° increasing
sold for the domestic market
trials to investigate the
°° conducting
restoration of previously degraded
forest, and utilising the lower
grade logs generated from those
operations
a Request for Proposals
°° conducting
for the purchase and supply of
residual logs.
Ongoing sales of residual log will also
support future sawlog harvesting
operations. VicForests currently has
one major residual log customer
in East Gippsland, but is seeking
diversification through the offer of
the residual log volumes as part of
the Timber Sales Process 2013 - see
page 33.
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2013 Resource
Outlook

Ash sawlog
harvest levels

Each year VicForests conducts a
‘Resource Outlook’ briefing which
provides a forecast of resource
availability by type and region for
the next 20 years.

The release of the forecast ash
sawlog harvest levels as part of the
2013 Resource Outlook was one of
VicForests most significant outputs
in terms of sustainability in 201213.

In May VicForests released its
2013 Resource Outlook. The data
used for this outlook included the
following updates:

°° harvest area for 2011-12
integration of fire
°° improved
salvage prescriptions
net area factors in
°° updated
Central and North East Forest
Management Areas
of operational factors
°° application
for 40 years (previously 20 years).
Development of the Resource
Outlook is a complex process,
requiring large amounts of data and
optimisation software.
The primary wood supply model
used for the 2013 Resource
Outlook, apart from the updates
listed above, was the same as used
in previous outlooks. A review of
VicForests’ approach, the data
sources and assumptions and a
summary of the process can be
found at www.vicforests.com.au.
In addition to the primary wood
supply model, VicForests developed
two alternative supply models which
enabled improved validation of the
primary model.

The 2003, 2006-07 and 2009
bushfires killed a substantial area of
the ash forest that had regenerated
after the 1939 bushfires, as well
as areas of ash forest that were
regenerating following harvesting in
the 1950s and 1960s.
Given this decrease in the area of
ash forest available for harvest in
the medium-term, a significantly
lower sawlog harvest level is
required to ensure a stable supply.
The 2012 Resource Outlook
demonstrated that by maintaining
current industry levels there would
be a sharp decline in resource
availability in about 15 to 20 years.
The 2013 Resource Outlook sought
to define a non-declining harvest
level which would provide industry
with greater certainty of supply.
As most existing ash sawlog
agreements expire in 2016-17, it
was considered prudent to enter
into new contracts at that time, at
the new harvest level of 215,000m3
D+ ash sawlog per annum. This
implementation period allows
VicForests to meet its current
commitments and allows sufficient
time for industry to adjust to the
new harvest level, noting that ash
sawlog sales have been closer to
this level over the last couple of
years.
Figure 6 shows the 20-year
estimated ash sawlog harvest levels
and Figure 7 the long-term supply
outlook, presented as a proportion
of the 2013 harvest level.
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VicForests has
reduced future
harvest levels to
maintain a nondeclining supply
of ash sawlog

Economic

Ash D+ sawlog 20-year estimated harvest levels
Volume (m3 p.a.)
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Figure 6: 20-year estimated ash sawlog harvest levels

Ash D+ sawlog long-term supply outlook
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Figure 7: Long-term estimated ash sawlog harvest levels
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Mixed species sawlog
harvest levels
The 2013 Resource Outlook also
indicates a lower mixed species
sawlog supply level compared with
the 2012 Resource Outlook. This is
mainly due to the lack of residual
log sales arising from the 2012
Residual Log Request for Proposals.
The 2012 Outlook assumed a level
of sales of mixed species residual log
from the Central Highlands which
would support a higher level of
sawlog harvest. These sales did not
eventuate.

Mixed species D+ sawlog 20-year estimated harvest levels

Therefore the estimated volume of
mixed species D+ sawlog available
from the Central Highlands has
decreased from about 125,000m3
p.a. to about 70,000m3 p.a. as
Figure 8 shows. If any sales of
mixed species residual log are made
through the Timber Sales Process
2013, the mixed species D+ sawlog
harvest level may increase.

Year

Volume (m3 p.a.)
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Figure 8: 20-year estimated mixed species sawlog harvest levels

Mixed species D+ sawlog long-term supply outlook
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Timber Sales
Process 2013
During 2012-13 VicForests
commenced preparing for a major
sawlog allocation - the Timber Sales
Process 2013. This allocation process
aims to provide the Victorian native
timber industry with longer term
supply certainty, to enable it to invest
and innovate, thereby sustaining a
viable and long-term wood products
industry and maximising the longterm economic returns to Victoria
generated by our native timber
resources.
The Timber Sales Process will use a
Request for Proposals (RFP) process
as the primary method of allocation,
and will be a transparent and
competitive commercial sales process
in line with the State Government’s
Timber Industry Action Plan. By
using a RFP, VicForests is able to
incorporate a broader range of
factors into the allocation process.
Factors to be assessed include
pricing, future investment and
business health.

The volume of resource on offer
is based on the forecast sawlog
availability as outlined in the 2013
Resource Outlook (see page 30ff).
This sales process will assist in the
transition to the lower harvest levels
outlined in the Resource Outlook.
Short, medium and longer term
contracts will be offered to provide
increased flexibility, support
investment by local businesses, and
encourage domestic processing and
local employment.

...maximising
the long-term
economic returns
to Victoria

The Request for Proposal will be
conducted in 2013-14.

The design of the RFP involved
significant consultation with the
timber industry, through a reference
group, and through a Request
for Information phase. Through
this phase potential proponents
provided VicForests with suggestions
regarding how the RFP may operate,
the use of the non-price criteria, and
the proposed sales agreement terms
and conditions.
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Forest certification
Certification assures consumers the
wood products they buy come from
sustainable forestry practices which
meet world-class standards.
All of the timber harvested and
sold by VicForests is certified to the
Australian Forestry Standard.
VicForests’ Sustainable Forest
Management System was re-certified
to the Australian Forestry Standard
(AS 4708-2007) (AFS) during 201213.

More than 253
million hectares
of forest
worldwide
is certified
by schemes
endorsed and
recognised by
the PEFC

This followed surveillance audits in
July 2012 and June 2013 and a recertification audit in December 2012.
All of the results of these audits are
publicly available on our website:
www.vicforests.com.au.
The AFS certification criteria were
reviewed during 2012-13, with the
draft Standard publically available
for comment. VicForests, along with
representatives from a range of
forestry companies held meetings
to discuss the draft Standard and
provided a submission on two drafts.
The revised Standard contains
additional requirements in the
following areas:
for a Forest
°° requirement
Management Plan
of a stakeholder
°° maintenance
engagement plan
and enhancement of
°° maintenance
significant biodiversity
of significant
°° monitoring
biodiversity
emphasis on the control of
°° greater
weeds
management to be based on
°° forest
scientific research.
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Certified organisations have one
year from when the revised standard
comes into effect to comply with the
changes. VicForests considers that it
largely meets these changes.
The AFS was launched in 2002
and is endorsed and mutually
recognised under the Programme
for the Endorsement of Forest
Certification (PEFC). More
than 10.4 million hectares of
Australian forest, including native
forests and plantations are AFS
certified. More than 253 million
hectares of forest worldwide is
certified by schemes endorsed
and recognised by the PEFC.
During 2013 VicForests recommenced work towards obtaining
Forest Stewardship Council (FSC)
certification. VicForests had previously
sought FSC certification, and a
pre-assessment audit took place in
December 2007 with the main FSC
audit taking place in November 2008.
The report from that audit presented
a number of non-conformances
that needed to be addressed before
VicForests could be awarded FSC
certification. These included the
management of biodiversity and high
conservation value forest, indigenous
engagement and social and
environmental monitoring programs.
VicForests has worked on addressing
those areas of concern, and now
considers that our operations and
systems closely align with the FSC
Principles and Criteria. An FSC preassessment audit was conducted in
early October 2013.
Approximately 893,000 hectares of
Australian forests are FSC certified
and nearly 183 million hectares
worldwide.

Our people
The safety and wellbeing of
everyone who works at VicForests
is one of our key priorities.
VicForests aims for ‘ZERO HARM’
for employees, contractors and the
community. We recognise we work
in an unpredictable and, at times,
dangerous natural environment,
which means we invest heavily in
creating a workplace that is as safe as
practicable.

Occupational Health and
Safety
VicForests’ Occupational Health and
Safety (OHS) policy commits us to:
and support a culture for
°° develop
OHS
an up-to-date knowledge
°° maintain
of requirements
improve our OHS
°° continuously
system and practices
and measure objectives and
°° set
targets
our employees and
°° involve
contractors
accidents, incidents
°° investigate
and near-misses, and implement
corrective actions to prevent their
recurrence
regular information,
°° provide
instruction, training and
supervision
an appropriate
°° provide
rehabilitation and return-to-work
program.
The policy identifies roles and
responsibilities of the organisation,
management and employees.

VicForests’ operations are conducted
in accordance with our OHS
Management System, which is
compliant with the Australian
Standard for OHS management
systems, AS/NZS 4801:2001 and
based on a continuous improvement
model.
The system is applicable to all
employees and contractors where
they are working under VicForests’
direct control.
The safety of our harvest and
haul contractors is also a high
priority for VicForests. Prior to their
engagement, all are required to
have a safety management system
that complies with all relevant
OHS legislation, other regulatory
instruments, codes of practice and
any additional measures VicForests
requires.
Contractor OHS systems are audited
every two years and their field
operations annually by external
auditors employed by VicForests.
VicForests staff formally monitor
OHS performance on a monthly basis
and informally every time they visit
an operation. If these audits identify
any breaches, corrective actions
are determined and enforced by
VicForests.
VicForests monitors OHS results
on a monthly basis, reporting
on employees and contractors
separately.
These results, along with any
identified issues or risks are
considered by the Occupational
Health and Safety Consultative
Committee, Designated Working
Groups and/or the Harvest and
Haulage Contractor OHS Committee.
All of these groups meet quarterly.
All of VicForests’ employees are
represented by a health and safety
representative and deputy elected
by a Designated Working Group.
Meetings review employee and
contractor incidents, safety alerts
and new OHS procedures and
policies.

The Harvest and Haulage
Contractor OHS Committee
comprises representatives from
VicForests and harvest and haul
contractors. This group discusses
any contractor-related OHS issue.
Depending on the importance of any
recommendations or action, harvest
and haul contractors are advised
through Safety Alerts, the quarterly
OHS newsletter, emails, or advised
verbally by VicForests’ harvesting
foresters.
The Occupational Health and Safety
Consultative Committee, chaired by
the CEO, comprises representatives
from management and health
and safety representatives. This
committee considers all health
and safety matters at VicForests,
including those relating to
contractors.
Approximately 18 per cent of
VicForests’ employees and on-site
contractors were on OHS committees
in 2012-13.
VicForests Agreement 2012 commits
VicForests to the promotion of
a joint and united approach to
consultation and resolution of
OHS issues, as well as supporting
the rights of employees to work in
an environment which is, as far is
practicable, safe and without risks to
health. This includes the consultation
mechanisms described above, the
maintenance of effective OHS
structures, training and reporting, a
commitment to reduce bullying and
violence at work and staff support
and debriefing following critical
incidents.
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2012-13 OHS results
Employee lost time injuries13
increased from one in 2011-12 to
four14 in 2012-13 while the number
of contractor lost time injuries
remained at six. Due to the increase
in the number of employee lost time
injuries, the employee lost time injury
frequency rate increased to 15.7.
The four employee lost time injuries
related to desk based work, and
slips and trips from walking in the
forest. As a result of these injuries,
VicForests has trained a number of
employees to complete ergonomic
assessments on workstations. There
is also a study underway where every
slip and trip reported by an employee
is investigated in more depth and
findings reported monthly to all
employees and management.
Although six contractor lost time
injuries were recorded during 201213, pleasingly, none were recorded
in the first half of 2013. The injuries
recorded in 2012 were caused by
maintenance-related lacerations,
sprains, and a truck rollover. As a
result of these injuries, VicForests has
issued safety alerts and introduced
a behaviour-based process to
contractors to reduce these types of
injuries.
The severity of injuries to contractors
is at its lowest ever and 50 per cent
lower than last year.
VicForests continues to focus on truck
related incidents and there have been
less truck rollovers this year than at
any other time.

Employees
Year

Number of
lost time
injuries

Lost time
injury
frequency
rate15

Average lost
time rate16

2004-05

5

16.5

5.8

2005-06

6

17.2

9.4

2006-07

3

6.5

6.3

2007-08

2

6.9

5.2

2008-09

3

10.8

4.2

2009-10

2

7.9

34.5

2010-11

2

7.8

20.0

2011-12

1

4.3

19.0

2012-13

4

15.7

6.0

Table 6: OHS results - employees

Contractors
Year

Number of
lost time
injuries

Lost time
injury
frequency
rate15

Average lost
time rate16

2006-07

5

7.0

48.8

2007-08

16

18.1

63.6

2008-09

16

19.3

60.0

2009-10

12

13.9

49.3

2010-11

7

8.4

49.1

2011-12

6

9.6

9.0

2012-13

6

10.8

4.7

Table 7: OHS results - contractors

No fatalities were recorded for
employees or contractors.

13

An injury is defined as ‘lost time’ when at least a whole day’s work is missed due to that injury.

The 2013 Annual Report reported five employee lost time injuries. One lost time injury referred
to a VicForests employee who was working on an operation for which DEPI was responsible at the
time of the injury.

14

15

Lost time injury frequency rate is the number of lost time injuries per million hours worked.

16

Average lost time rate is the average number of days lost per lost time injury.
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2012-13 OHS results continued

This year we continued our focus on
near-miss reporting, with 135 reports
received from employees and 121
from harvest and haul contractors.
Two years with a significant focus
on near-miss reporting has enabled
VicForests to influence the culture
of the organisation into one that
values reporting and identification
of hazards. It has also enabled us
to target training and wellbeing
programs to where they may be
most effective.

This year VicForests introduced its
Drug and Alcohol policy and testing
program. Drugs and alcohol can have
a very serious effect on the safety
of our employees and contractors,
particularly those involved in forest
operations.
Since the introduction of the policy,
VicForests has conducted random
tests, using a 3rd party provider, on
15 staff at three office locations and
20 contractor employees. No positive
tests have been recorded.

Apart from enabling VicForests to
improve work procedures, near miss
reporting keeps safety as a key focus
for both employees and contractors.

...all employees
received OHS
training through
the completion
of 278 courses

During 2012-13, all employees
received OHS training through the
completion of 278 OHS and personal
development courses. These courses
focused on wellbeing and managing
mental health in the workplace,
defensive driving, using the Spot
Messaging satellite tracking system
when working alone, the use of
UHF and trunk radios, prevention of
bullying and sexual harassment, and
first aid.
A focus this year on resilience and
mental health training resulted from
these issues being raised during
the employee wellbeing workshops
conducted in September 2012.
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These workshops were conducted
by VicForests’ Employee Assistance
Program provider where employees
were given strategies to implement
in the workplace. The workshops
were well attended and feedback
was positive.
Training of contractors in OHS
occurred at each contractor OHS
briefing, focusing on:

°° hazard identification
°° incident reporting
°° machine guards and screens
°° truck load security.

Our people

Employment
As at 30 June 2013, VicForests
employed 113 staff and six executives
(114 full time equivalent roles), in
addition to the six members of the
Board. This represents a net reduction
of 0.6 full time equivalent employees
from the previous year.
VicForests’ employee agreement
expired on 1 March 2012. Following
a period of consultation with staff
representatives and the Community
and Public Sector Union, a draft
agreement was put to employees for
a vote. All staff who voted agreed
to the changes to the terms and
conditions of the Agreement.

The agreement covers all full-time
and part-time employees, and
apart from certain leave provisions,
all casual employees. Executives
are employed under individual
agreements.
VicForests actively endorses the
principles of organisational diversity,
merit, equity and equal employment
opportunity and we pursue
management policies and practices,
including recruitment and training
policies, which value and develop
workforce diversity to achieve better
performance and service.

In November 2012, Fair Work
Australia approved the VicForests
Agreement 2012, which expires on
30 June 2015. The key changes from
the previous agreement are:

114
Full time equivalent employees

6
Board members

of performance
°° review
management system
to and clarification
°° addition
of hours of work and leave
entitlements
of flexibility arrangements
°° inclusion
and personal violence leave
or update of unused
°° removal
appendices and clauses and
updates to reflect the Fair Work
Act 2009.
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Business review

Training

In early 2013 we commenced a
review of our operations in order
to identify potential areas for cost
savings and efficiency gains. The
business has not undergone a
significant review since 2008 but
in the meantime has suffered some
significant resource losses including
the increase in the reserve system
in East Gippsland and the 2009
Black Saturday bushfires. These have
impacted on both the location of the
resource and the required size of the
organisation.

Due to the complex technical,
regulatory and stakeholder
environment in which many of
VicForests’ employees work,
maintaining key competencies
is critical. VicForests maintains a
comprehensive training system,
through which:

Employees were asked to identify
areas of savings across all parts of
the business. Suggestions broadly fell
into three categories: those already
underway, those that could not be
implemented for a variety of reasons,
and those that will be considered for
future implementation, commencing
in 2013-14.
The review also proposed a
realignment of corporate functions
and a restructure of the Operations
Division. In September 2013
Voluntary Departure Packages
were offered to employees to
express interest in, for departures
in late 2013. Employees and the
Community and Public Sector
Union were consulted regularly
during the changes and have been
kept informed about the process
in accordance with the VicForests
Agreement 2012.

roles have a specified set of
°° all
competencies
training undertaken by all
°° the
employees is recorded and any
gaps noted
training courses are
°° appropriate
identified for those employees
who need to increase their
competencies.
VicForests encourages personal
development through an annual
performance planning process that
enables employees to undertake
training and development each year,
either to increase competencies or
expand their range of skills.
In 2012-13 VicForests employees
undertook a variety of training
courses, including:

°° records management
growth plot
°° permanent
management
°° business management skills
°° personal development
especially for senior
°° leadership,
managers.
The weekly training program that
commenced in 2011-12 continued
in 2012-13, with training modules
conducted by either in-house or
external trainers and assessors.
In addition to role-specific training,
all employees are required to
complete a range of e-learning
courses including bullying
prevention, OHS, sexual harassment,
equal opportunity and Code of
Conduct for the Victorian public
sector.
During the 2012-13 employees
completed 723 training courses, with
each employee receiving an average
of 12.5 hours of training.

°° OHS and wellbeing
°° operational practices, particularly:
›› rainforest identification
›› Leadbeater’s Possum habitat
identification

›› habitat tree identification and
marking

›› GPS usage
›› road management
›› seed tree selection and marking
›› tree species identification
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12.5 hours
average training each employee received

Our people

Michelle Freeman
In February 2013 VicForests’ staff
member Michelle Freeman won the
prestigious Victorian Rural Women’s
Award.

Michelle Freeman with the Minister for
Agriculture and Food Security, the Hon
Peter Walsh (RHS) and VicForests’ Board
member and President of the Institute
of Foresters of Australia Rob de Fegely
(LHS)

“...foresters
also need to
be empowered
to stand up
and speak for
themselves
rather than just
relying on the
old strategy
of ‘letting the
science speak
for itself’”

The Rural Industries Research and
Development Corporation (RIRDC)
award is described as “the preeminent award for rural women”
and is designed to recognise the
capabilities of emerging women
leaders.
Michelle, at that time a Forester
from VicForests’ Alexandra office,
was recognised for her work with
the Institute of Foresters Australia
(IFA) on a project to encourage the
involvement of younger foresters and
women in the forest industry.

Amongst younger foresters, I can
see a desire for better succession
planning as they move through their
career, a need to better share and
learn from the skills and experience
of older foresters.
But foresters also need to be
empowered to stand up and speak
for themselves rather than just relying
on the old strategy of ‘letting the
science speak for itself’”.
Since winning the award, Michelle
has taken the opportunity to
commence a PhD with the University
of Melbourne, with her PhD titled
‘Towards demystifying eucalypt
resilience in tropical savannas of the
Tiwi Islands, Northern Territory’.

Michelle has previously been involved
in forestry projects internationally
including meeting with the
Queen at Buckingham Palace as a
representative of the Commonwealth
Forestry Association.
Michelle is passionate about her work
with the IFA, and, following her win,
commented that “Forests are such a
valuable part of our landscape and
we need foresters to look after them.
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Our people

During 201213 VicForests
awarded 35
harvest and haul
service contracts

Harvest and haul
contractors

VicForests sells the majority of
sawlogs and residual logs to our
customers using a mill-door delivery
model. VicForests directly engages
harvest contractors to undertake
harvesting operations and haulage
contractors to cart the logs from the
coupe to the mill.
Contractors are engaged by
VicForests through a tender
process which considers a range of
environmental, safety and financial
criteria as well as competitive pricing.
Contracts are awarded with tenures
up to five years. Probity is managed
by external audit.
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Most harvest contractors harvest
between 20,000 – 50,000 m3 of log
each year, and employ approximately
three to five people for each
operation.
As at June 2013, VicForests engaged
50 harvest and haul contractors,
who directly employed about 360
people, including approximately 70
administration and maintenance
employees.
During 2012-13 VicForests awarded
35 harvest and haul service contracts
for up to 380,000 m3 p.a. for
commencement in 2013-14.

New contracts included some
new safety initiatives: annual
truck roadworthy certification, the
introduction of satellite tracking
capability and the requirement for
Electronic Braking Systems (EBS) to
be included on truck trailers.
In addition to harvest and haul
contractors, VicForests engaged 53
other contract businesses to provide
services such as seed collection,
road construction and maintenance,
establishing and monitoring
regeneration following harvesting,
and biodiversity services.

Our people

Contractor monitoring and
performance management
Prior to commencement of work
on a VicForests’ operation, any new
contractors are formally inducted
by senior operations staff. The
Contractor Information Handbook17
forms the basis of this induction. It
includes topics such as:
Sustainable Forest
°° VicForests
Management Policy

°° VicForests OHS Policy
°° VicForests regulatory environment
structure and
°° VicForests
responsibilities
°° Contractor Code of Behaviour.
Prior to harvest operations
commencing all contractors must
also:
they have an
°° demonstrate
effective Safety Management
System

°° provide all required insurances
evidence that their
°° provide
employees are appropriately
accredited to operate the plant
and equipment they use
evidence that their
°° provide
employees have a Timber
Harvesting Operator’s Licence. This
licence ensures they are trained in
environmental care and minimum
OHS requirements.
a qualified Log Grading
°° have
Officer for each operation

When VicForests changes policies or
procedures relating to harvest or haul
operations, contractors are advised
by email, at 6 monthly contractor
forums and through regular
meetings held between VicForests
and the executive of the Victorian
Forest Contractors Association, or
through the quarterly OHS forum.
VicForests monitors contractor
performance throughout each
operation to ensure compliance
with the Code of Practice for Timber
Production 2007, contract terms
and conditions, VicForests’ Coupe
Plan and VicForests’ Utilisation
Procedures.

Two of the suspensions related
to OHS issues. The contractors
amended their safety management
systems following the suspensions.
One suspension related to harvesting
outside the market coupe boundary.
VicForests has amended its
procedures regarding communication
processes and harvesting adjacent to
the coupe boundary.

VicForests staff visit each operation
one to two times each week and
each month complete a coupe audit
which formally monitors compliance
against prescribed environmental,
safety and quality standards.
The quality of the logs produced are
monitored during the weekly visits
and also through direct sampling
and checking of logs delivered to
customer sites.
In 2012-13, contractors achieved an
overall environmental performance
score of 98 per cent from monthly
coupe audits and a log grading
performance score of 98 per cent
measured through direct sampling.
During the year three suspension
notices were issued (one in East
Gippsland and two in Central
Highlands).

nominated a Logging Team
°° have
Leader for each operation.

17

Available on VicForests’ website: www.vicforests.com.au
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Governance
VicForests is a State-owned
company responsible to the
Minister for Agriculture and Food
Security, and the Treasurer is its sole
shareholder.
VicForests’ Board members
are appointed by the Minister,
following a public application
process, consideration of the
Government’s policy for gender
equality, a selection process based
on merit, and probity checks. The
Board currently comprises four men
and two women. Remuneration
for Board members is determined
by the Treasurer and Minister. No
performance-based payments are
made. More information about
Board and executive remuneration
can be found in VicForests’ Annual
Report.
The Board also undertakes an
annual performance assessment
in accordance with the process
outlined in the State Services
Authority guidelines.
Key functions of the Board are to
ensure finances, governance, and
risks are managed appropriately.
Four sub-committees have been
specifically created for this purpose:
Audit and Risk Management
°° the
Committee
Business Development
°° the
Committee
Executive Remuneration
°° the
Committee
Occupational Health, Safety
°° the
and Environment Advisory
Committee.
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Organisational
structure
VicForests’
Board
Audit and Risk
Management
Committee

General Manager
Corporate Services

Executive
Remuneration
Committee

Chief Financial Officer

Chief Executive
Officer

General Manager
Operations

Business
Development
Committee

General Manager
Stakeholders and
Planning

OHS and
Environment
Advisory Committee

General Manager
Commercial
Resources

Governance

Internal and external
communications
The Occupational Health, Safety and
Environment Advisory Committee
meets at least three times per year,
and its work is directed towards
OHS and environmental risk matters
arising out of VicForests’ activities
and the impact of those activities on
employees, contractors, customers
and other stakeholders.
In executing its duties the committee
also reviews:
incidents, VicForests’
°° significant
OHS system, and VicForests’
Sustainable Forest Management
System (SFMS) and risk areas
that have the potential to have a
significant impact on the business

The committee also considers
the OHS and environmental Key
Performance Indicators set by the
organisation, including the number
of Corrective Actions and Incident
Reports closed, and the number of
environmental breach allegations
that remain open.
A number of management
representatives including the CEO
attend the meetings, and attend to
any actions raised. Significant issues
identified by the committee are
reported to the Board.

from management in
°° statements
relation to the effectiveness of risk
management and internal control
systems
from audits covering
°° reports
major issues in relation to
OHS, VicForests’ SFMS and
environmental matters and
the status of actions taken by
management to address audit
findings
from management on
°° reports
OHS and environmental practices

As a State-owned company,
VicForests is required to operate
in accordance with Victorian State
Government policies and programs.
Each year VicForests prepares a
Corporate and Business Plan18 that,
following significant consultation,
is approved by the Minister for
Agriculture and Food Security
and the Treasurer. In addition, the
Minister, the Chairman, the CEO
and other senior staff meet regularly
to discuss VicForests’ performance
and any issues that may have arisen,
including sustainability performance.
The Board communicates with
the executive at Board meetings
and through regular engagement
between the CEO and the Chairman.
Internal communication occurs
at many levels through the
organisation, but communication
with all employees is undertaken
using a web-based newsletter,
regular employee meetings at
regional offices and the Corporate
Support Office, emails to all
employees and an annual allstaff conference. Feedback from
employees is sought through each
process.

in similar organisations, changes
in legislation, regulation, case law,
community and/or stakeholder
expectations and changes in
relevant technology.

The Corporate and Business Plan is not publicly available. The Statement of Corporate Intent is a
summary of the Corporate and Business Plan and is available at www.vicforests.com.au

18
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Advocacy
As the Victorian Government’s
key commercial forestry agency,
VicForests has an important role in
advocating for processes that are
relevant to our operations.
Our advocacy activities are done
in the context of our status as
a government-owned business
that operates in accordance with
Victorian Government policies and
priorities.
During 2012-13, VicForests:
to contribute to a
°° continued
number of the Government’s TIAP

Ethics

projects. These included:
VicForests’ Board members,
executives and employees comply
with an internally developed Code
of Conduct which aligns with that
published by the State Services
Authority. The Code requires,
amongst other things, to:

°° act with honesty and integrity
in good faith and the best
°° act
interests of VicForests
fairly, impartially and in a
°° act
financially responsible manner
due care, diligence and
°° exercise
skill.

All board members and employees
are also required to adhere to a gifts
and benefits policy that recognises
that the Victorian community
expects high standards of integrity
and impartiality from VicForests. Any
gift, hospitality or benefit valued
over $150 must be declared to the
CEO and Chief Financial Officer.
Board members and executives must
also disclose any actual, potential or
perceived conflicts of interest at the
commencement of each Board or
senior management team meeting.
All conflicts of interest are recorded
in a register.
VicForests’ employees are required
to acknowledge acceptance of
a Financial Code of Practice that
emphasises the importance of acting
with integrity and not soliciting gifts,
or accepting them in circumstances
where the receiver could be
perceived as being compromised
and refusing all offers of money
or bribes. This Code of Practice
aligns with that established for the
Victorian public sector.
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›› commencing a review of

rotation lengths for fast
growing native species such as
Mountain Ash

›› improving the methodology

used to estimate sustainable
harvest levels (see page 30)

›› commencing the Timber

Sales Process 2013, which
followed on from the review
of the mechanism by which
VicForests allocates and sells
timber (see page 33)

›› providing input into DSE/

DEPI’s Forestry Regulatory
Framework project. This project
will include a review of the
Code of Practice for Timber
Production 2007 and the DEPI
Management Procedures.

›› providing input into the (then)

DPI’s review of the Sustainable
Forests (Timber) Act 2004

›› improving levels of OHS

compliance through adoption
of best practice

Governance

Risk management

°° provided submissions to:
›› the review of the Australian

Forestry Standard. VicForests
highlighted the need for
clarity around a number of
definitions and noted that a
number of sections needed
clarification or simplification
if they were to be practically
implemented.

›› national OHS standard
development

to provide threatened
°° continued
species data to DEPI based on the
pre-harvest surveys undertaken
by VicForests
in the Victorian
°° participated
Government’s Leadbeater’s
Possum Advisory Group (refer to
page 20)
with other forest growers
°° worked
and industry participants in the
development of:

›› a new timber harvesting

operators’ licensing system,
following the planned
cessation of the current system
resulting from the review of
the Sustainable Forest Timber
Act 2004

›› a draft truck driving skill set
›› a standard method of using
truck load restraints.

VicForests is a member of:
Forest Products
°° Australian
Association

°° Australian Forestry Standard
°° Bioenergy Australia
Networked Emergency
°° The
Organisation which is responsible
for fire and emergency
management

°° Forest Stewardship Council
and Wood Products
°° Forest
Australia
°° ForestWorks
Chamber of
°° Healesville
Commerce

VicForests manages risk to ensure
that the sale and harvest of
timber resources is undertaken
in a sustainable manner, to
maintain the health and safety
of its employees and contractors
and to maintain its reputation.
Managing risk is the responsibility
of all directors, managers and
employees.
VicForests’ risk management
processes are designed to be
consistent with the following
standards and guidelines:
ISO 31000:2009 Risk
°° AS/NZS
Management – Principles and
Guidelines
Risk across the Public
°° Managing
Sector – Good Practice Guide

°° Lilydale Chamber of Commerce.

2004. Victorian Auditor General
Office

VicForests also sits on the Board
of Wood Products Victoria and on
the Victorian Association of Forest
Industry’s Sustainability Council.

Government Risk
°° Victorian
Management Framework 2007.

In addition to the membership
fees of the organisations listed
above, during 2012-13 VicForests
contributed funding to Timber
Communities Australia.
No donations to political parties,
politicians or related institutions
were made in 2012-13.

During 2012 VicForests reviewed
its risk and compliance data across
the organisation. The data was
stored in variety of proprietary risk
systems as well as in spreadsheets,
document files and registers on
VicForests’ intranet.
To store, integrate and manage
all of our risk-related information,
VicForests purchased a new
proprietary risk management
system. The new system can
store and link all of VicForests’
risks, hazards and compliance
requirements and provide a
workflow around this information
to ensure that it is managed in a
timely fashion. The system will be
implemented fully across VicForests
before the end of 2013.
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2012-13
results

Timber production
VicForests’ production numbers are
shown in Table 8. These figures vary
slightly from the volume that was
actually sold in 2012-1319. The area
harvested is shown in Table 9.

Product (m3)

2012-13

2010–11

2009–10

2008–09

2007–08

B grade

112,791

95,369

114,591

134,015

121,146

126,462

C grade

164,917

170,746

169,166

244,752

219,796

222,986

D grade

24,898

27,805

42,565

59,479

62,388

56,587

E grade

189,592

167,370

146,497

144,385

142,579

138,859

5,985

3,464

54,342

23,554

-

-

199

34

2

141

8,632

3,790

Sawlog

498,381

464,788

527,161

606,185

554,542

548,684

Residual log

743,352

961,838

1,167,916

1,250,167

1,131,998

1,415,313

Firewood**

17,986

4,787

All products

1,259,719

1,431,413

1,695,077

1,856,352

1,686,540

1,963,997

Ungraded salvage sawlog
Other sawlogs*
TOTAL

2011-12

*Additional sawlog recovered from thinning operations or as poles/piles/posts
** Prior to 2011-12 firewood sold was recorded as residual log. Only very small amounts were sold.
Table 8: VicForests’ production figures by log grade

Area harvested 2004-05 to 2012-13
Area (ha)
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6
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Figure 10: Area harvested (excluding thinning)

Production volume is the volume of log produced during the year, whereas the sales volume
is the volume of log sold during the year. The figures vary slightly because some logs are not
sold in the year they are produced.
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Silviculture system (ha)

2012–13

2011–12

2010–11

2009–10

2008–09

Clearfell

1,535

1,546

2,097

2,327

2,012

Seed Tree

1,379

2,177

2,547

1,936

2,454

Uneven-aged

290

299

160

Thinning

135

274

175

784

1,113

3,339

4,296

4,979

5,047

5,579

230

296

477

544

355

Total
Number of coupes
Table 9: Area harvested by silviculture system

Silvicultural system definitions
Clearfell – all merchantable trees,
apart from those to be retained for
wildlife habitat, are removed
Seed-tree – all merchantable
trees are harvested, apart from
those specifically retained for
regenerating the coupe by natural
or induced seedfall, and those
retained for wildlife habitat
purposes

Uneven-aged – a mixture of seed
tree and thinning operations on
the same area, with the harvest of
mature stands and the retention of
the best growing stock for the next
rotation. The 2010–11 year was its
first full year of operation.

Thinning – the removal of part
of a forest stand with the aim of
increasing the growth rate and/or
health of retained trees.

Seed collection and storage
VicForests aims to maintain a seed
stock sufficient to meet about three
year’s seeding requirements, as
well as making some provision for

future bushfire rehabilitation and
unforeseen regeneration failures.
Table 10 lists the seed collected, used
and stored in 2012-13.

Seed in store
1 July 2012
(kg)

Seed
collected (kg)

Seed used to
regenerate
VicForests’
coupes (kg)

Seed
transferred
to DSE for
bushfire
recovery (kg)

Stocktake
adjustment
(kg)20

Seed in store
30 June 2013
(kg)

East
Gippsland

10,088

1,203

(1,424)

(488)

(35)

9,344

Central
Highlands

13,352

278

(1,671)

(551)

(19)

11,388

Total

23,440

1,481

(3,095)

(1,039)

(54)

20,732

Table 10: VicForests’ seed usage 2012-13

Stocktake adjustment is required to account for any deposit or withdrawal where no financial
transaction is made and for errors in data entry.

20
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Site preparation
Following harvesting the areas are
prepared to create seedbeds suitable
for good regeneration. The majority
are burnt with the remainder either
mechanically disturbed or, for some
areas in East Gippsland, left to selfregenerate.

East
Gippsland

Central
Highlands

156

0

156

1,286

1,522

2,808

281

163

444

1,723

1,685

3,408

East
Gippsland

Central
Highlands

156

0

156

1,376

1,670

3,046

130

15

145

60

0

60

1,722

1,685

3,407

Self-regenerated (ha)
Area burnt (ha)
Area mechanically disturbed (ha)
Total (ha)

Total

Table 11: Total area prepared for sowing 2012–13

Site establishment
Following preparation of the
seedbed, all sites are regenerated.
Table 12 shows the area regenerated
in 2012-13.

Self-regenerated (ha)
Area aerially sown (ha)
Area hand sown (ha)
Planting
Total (ha)

Total

Table 12: Total area established in 2012–13

Chemical use
VicForests only uses chemicals
where required to assist in achieving
successful regeneration.
Fertiliser is used on more heavily
compacted landings to assist seedling
vigour, survival and growth. The
fertiliser is applied by hand in spot
applications on landings which, by
prescription, must be at least 40
metres from any permanent stream or
wetland.
Kaolin and small amounts of other
non-hazardous chemicals such as
methyl cellulose, glycerine and eggwhite powder are used to coat the
eucalypt seeds to make them bulkier
and therefore easier to use in handseeding operations.
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Chemical used

Quantity
used (kg)

Purpose of chemical usage

Toilet deodorisor

5

Insect control in seed drums

Ratsak

2

Rodent control in seed store

Kaolin

81 kg

Coating seed for hand sowing

Methyl cellulose

7.45 cups

Coating seed for hand sowing

Egg white powder

15 cups

Coating seed for hand sowing

Glycerine

4 litres

Coating seed for hand sowing

DAP fertiliser

850 kg

Fertilising log landings

Table 13: Chemicals used in 2012-13

2012-13 Results

Employee details
Employees by employment type

%

Full time

88%

Part time

12%

Employees by age group

Female
(%)

Male
(%)

18-30

6.7

6.7

31-40

11.8

20.2

41-50

5.9

21.8

51-60

5.0

15.1

Over 60

2.5

4.2

31.9

68.1

Total

Employees by location

Female
(%)

Male
(%)

East Gippsland

7.6

19.3

Central Highlands

5.0

30.3

Corporate Support Office

19.3

18.5

Total

31.9

68.1

Employees by category
Level 1

Female
(%)

Male
(%)
0

0

Level 2 and 3

12.6

10.9

Level 4 and 5

16.8

42.9

Level 6 and 7

1.7

10.1

Executive

0.8

4.2

31.9

68.1

Total
Table 14: Employee details

Note: this table lists the percentage of the total number of employees, not full time equivalent
employees
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Progress against
Objectives and Targets
In accordance with the Sustainable
Forests (Timber) Act 2004, VicForests
is required to develop initiatives and
targets to support the objectives
of the Victorian Government’s
Sustainability Charter, to which
VicForests is a signatory.
VicForests addresses this requirement
by developing strategies and
initiatives that are included in
VicForests’ Statement of Corporate
Intent and through the development
of VicForests’ SFMS Objectives and
Targets.
Progress against the initiatives in
VicForests’ 2012 Statement of
Corporate Intent was reported on in
VicForests’ 2013 Annual Report.
The SFMS Objectives and Targets are
set following the annual review of
the Sustainable Forest Management
System. Issues are identified
following analysis of audit results,
incidents or corrective actions raised
during the previous year and results
from the coupe monitoring program.
Progress against the nine 2012-13
Objectives and Targets is shown in
Appendix 1 (page 57).
During the year VicForests made
good progress on four targets,
including ensuring that 90 per cent
of outrows in thinning operations did
not exceed 4.5 metres in width.
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Some progress was made towards
two targets. VicForests had planned
to conduct targeted pre-harvest
fauna surveys on 50 coupes in
East Gippsland. Thirty nine were
conducted. Fewer surveys were
conducted because fewer coupes
were harvested, and of those
coupes, fewer required a targeted
survey once VicForests had applied
the Targeted Survey Site Selection
Framework.
Indigenous engagement with
Gunaikurnai and Moogii Aboriginal
Council continued during 201213 (see page 13), but there was
only minor engagement with the
Wurundjeri and Taungurung. This
was due to the availability of staff
to undertake the engagement,
and because VicForests will review
the success of the program in East
Gippsland to assist Aboriginal
groups to increase their capacity
to undertake natural resource
management work, prior to similar
programs being offered to those
Aboriginal groups in the Central
Highlands.

Three targets were not achieved:
to retained stems in
°° damage
thinning operations has been an
area of concern for a number
of years. A target of 93 per cent
of Coupe Monitoring Records
to identify less than 15 per cent
damage (the level set in the
thinning operating prescriptions)
was set. We achieved 79 per cent.
This issue will continue to be
monitored.
our net carbon
°° determining
position. This target was not
achieved due to a re-focus of
activities relating to this. Page 25
provides a report on VicForests’
activities relating to carbon
emissions and sequestration.
also failed to achieve the
°° we
target of closing 90 per cent
of CAIRs with a high or greater
risk rating within 90 days. We
achieved 56 per cent. The 36
CAIRs that were open for more
than 90 days related to safety
audit actions that took longer to
complete. The target for 201314 will be changed to reflect
whether CAIRs with high or
greater risk ratings are addressed
appropriately within 30 days.

2012-13 Results

Audit

During 2012-13, VicForests’ operations
were subject to a number of internal
and external audits.
Audit
Description

Audit
body

Compliance
against

Result

Non-conformances
/ Areas for
Improvement

Areas of
Excellence

Australian
Forestry
Standard
Surveillance
Audit

SAI Global

VicForests’
Sustainable Forest
Management
System

non°° one
conformance

°° non-conformance
raised against log

of
°° combination
OHS and SFMS

Code of Practice
for Timber
Production 2007

events leading
°° five
to 16 instances of

°° 14 areas of concern

storage facilities

internal auditing

July 2012
DSE Forest
Audit Program
Module 5:
Harvesting and
Closure

Sinclair
Knight
Merz

DSE Management
procedures for
timber harvesting,
roading and
regeneration in
Victoria’s State
forests 2009

November
2012

°°

non-compliance
assessed as have
major environmental
impact assessments
13 recommendations

instances relating
°° two
to road drainage

per cent
°° 93
compliance

batter covering
°° road
the base of trees

auditor
°° the
noted good

outside the
°° harvesting
TRP boundary
buffer width
°° insufficient
in a salvage coupe

DSE Fire salvage
harvesting
prescriptions
2009
SAI Global

SAI Global

Australian
Forestry
Standard
recertification
audit

VicForests’
Sustainable Forest
Management
System

non°° no
conformances

register
°° compliance
instruction and

°° training
programs are

°° 14 areas of concern

requirements needed
review
audit had not
°° internal
included biodiversity
review and
°° instruction
document control

well developed
°° good
communication
between
foresters and
contractors

Prescriptions
derived from the
Code of Practice
for Timber
Production 2007

°° three
recommendations

or missing
per cent
°° incomplete
°° 93
documentation for four
compliance

relevant to VicForests
coupes accepted
°° all
back

coupes. No potential
environmental impacts.
instance of an
°° one
incomplete use of a
procedure

December
2012
DSE Forest
Audit Program
Module 7:
Regeneration
and
Finalisation
February 2013

Sinclair
Knight
Merz

protection
of sensitive
environments,
monitoring
of contractor
incidents, coupe
mapping and
rehabilitation

°° thinning
operations
conducted
in a way that
minimised soil
disturbance
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2012-13 Results

Audit
continued

Audit
Description

Audit
body

Compliance
against

Result

Non-conformances
/ Areas for
Improvement

SFMS and OHS
Internal Audit

VicForests

VicForests’
Sustainable Forest
Management
System

major non°° no
compliances

to hazard
°° update
°° Biodiversity
identification and values
Planner roles

new corrective
°° 25
actions

for yearly road works
plans
site
°° monthly
preparation monitoring
records not always
completed

Agreed
undertakings
resulting from the
settlement of the
claim raised by the
(then) DSE

°° no non-compliances

VicForests’
Sustainable Forest
Management
System

°° 0 non-conformances
°° 7 areas of concern

Examination as to
whether native
forest timber
resources on
public land are
being managed
productively and
sustainably

report not yet
°° final
received

May 2013

Protiviti

Protiviti

Rainforest
Undertaking
May 2013
Australian
Forestry
Standard
Surveillance
Audit

SAI Global

Feb – Sept
2013

54

Victorian
Auditor
General’s
Office
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working well in
both regions
°° improved
consistency in
planning such
as burn plans
between regions
undertaking
°° all
actions
addressed and
no instances of
non-compliance
noted

June 2013
Managing
Victoria’s
timber
resources

Areas of
Excellence

documentation and
Gippsland
°° old
°° East
records in Orbost seed
Road Works
store
recent quarterly
°° no
reviews for Objectives
and Targets

Plans
Release
°° Timber
Plan amendment
process

2012-13 Results

Audit
continued

The major non-conformances or noncompliances detected during these
audits were:
Audit

Non-conformance / non-compliance

Action

SAI Global

raised against log storage facilities.
°° non-conformance
Lack of site plans, documentation, monitoring records

position descriptions of relevant
°° reviewed
positions to include responsibility for log

for the site.
°° no risk assessments completed
°° no record of stakeholder engagement
of training of staff regarding the management of
°° lack
log storage facilities

storage facilities
for log storage management and
°° training
accountabilities
°° internal instructions reviewed
°° register for all log storage facilities
°° internal audit program for log storage
risks identified and assessed for every log
°° all
storage site
monthly monitoring commenced

Australian
Forestry Standard
Surveillance
Audit
July 2012

DSE Forest Audit
Program Module
5: Harvesting
and Closure
November 2012

DSE Forest Audit
Program Module
5: Harvesting
and Closure
November 2012

DSE Forest Audit
Program Module
5: Harvesting
and Closure
November 2012

DSE Forest Audit
Program Module
5: Harvesting
and Closure
November 2012

fire salvage coupe that did not provide a sufficient
°° one
buffer along a permanent water course. A short section
was identified where the prescribed buffer width of
30m was not provided and harvesting came to within
about 25m of the stream. There was no evidence
of sediment movement from the harvest area to the
stream.

°°
auditors provided no recommendations
°° the
regarding this incident
considers this to be an isolated
°° VicForests
incident, with existing procedures
adequately protecting stream water quality

batter of a road leading into one coupe covered the
auditors provided no recommendations
°° the
°° the
base of several trees that were located adjacent to the
regarding this incident
road. At the time of the audit, there was no evidence
that the trees had been adversely affected by this
incident.

mapped harvest boundary of a coupe extended by
°° the
about 10-20m beyond the mapped coupe boundary.
While the Management Procedures allow for coupe
boundaries to be varied by up to 50m from the
boundary without prior approval, they do so where the
boundary is mapped to geographic features that either
do not exist or are not mapped correctly. That exception
did not apply for this coupe.
coupes where the road led into an audited coupe
°° two
crossed a permanent water course, but the prescribed
measures were not in place to protect the stream and
water quality from sediment contained in road run-off.
For one of these coupes, gravel and sediment from the
road was observed to have entered the stream.

considers that the Environmental
°° VicForests
Impact Assessment tool over stated the
impact of this incident
training in road construction for
°° further
relevant employees has been conducted
internal audit program for 2013-14
°° the
relating to 2012-13 coupes and road
will include assessment of road work
compliance

°° extra training for relevant employees
internal audit program will include
°° 2013-14
assessment of compliance with coupe
boundary harvesting rules

a business target to audit
°° developed
2012-13 harvested coupes and roads for
compliance against road construction in the
vicinity of waterways
training of employees involved in
°° further
road construction

Table 15: Audits during 2012-13
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2012-13 Results

Results of audit against
the Australian Forestry
Standard since 2005
No of 'Areas of Concern'
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Figure 11: Number of ‘Areas of Concern’ since 2005
* 1 non conformance in 2012

Cengea
During 2012-13 VicForests
implemented a new forest planning
and supply chain management
system.
Cengea is an integrated operational
actions database, Geographic
Information System and supply
chain management system. It ties
operational data to the geographic
location to which it relates while also
recording log production and the
creation of contractor payments and
customer invoices.
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The ability to integrate and
standardise operational, geospatial
and contractual data within the
one system increases the integrity
and usability of the data as it is all
referenced from a common database
and it is anticipated that reporting
on operational activities will improve
through it use.
Along with the roll-out of Cengea,
VicForests distributed hand-held
log tracking units to all harvesting
contractors and log storage facility

operators. The use of these devices
brings benefits to VicForests as well
as our contractors and customers,
through removing the need for
manual data entry and provision
of timely delivery information to all
relevant parties. The system can also
assist customers in managing log
inventory in their log yards.

Audit and Compliance

Appendix 1:
Progress against 2012-13
Sustainable Forest
Management System
targets

Target achieved

In progress

Not achieved

Target substantially
met

Target has not yet been
achieved, progress has
been made

Target was not
achieved

2013 Sustainable Forest
Management System targets

Response to the
Sustainability Charter

Progress

Development of a GIS layer
to identify the creation of
additional VicForests reserves

To maintain and conserve
biological diversity in State
forests

VicForests Reserve layer completed. Development of
reporting mechanisms underway.

Conduct targeted pre-harvest
fauna surveys on 50 coupes

To maintain and conserve
biological diversity in State
forests

35 completed in East Gippsland by ecological
consultants and four completed by VicForests in
conjunction with consultants. VicForests is looking
towards completing more surveys in house, as skills
have developed over the last two years

Ensure outrow widths in
thinning operations do not
exceed 4.5m. Target of 90
per cent compliance in Coupe
Monitoring Records.

To maintain and improve the
capacity of forest ecosystems
to produce wood and nonwood products

Target achieved. 100 per cent compliance for 2012-13

Increase compliance of
acceptable damage in thinning
operations. 93 per cent of
Coupe Monitoring Records to
identify <15 per cent damage

To maintain and improve the
capacity of forest ecosystems
to produce wood and nonwood products

Target not achieved. Level of compliance for 2012-13
was 79 per cent

Continue timely monitoring of
regeneration and manage retreatment program

To maintain and improve the
capacity of forest ecosystems
to produce wood and nonwood products

Target achieved

Develop VicForests position on
net carbon impact by June 2013

To maintain and better
understand the role of
Victoria’s forests in the
global carbon cycles

Target not achieved. VicForests is working with a
Forest and Wood Products Australia funded study
in conjunction with DPI NSW, DEPI and Melbourne
University to better understand total standing carbon
and the amount going into various short, medium and
long term product pools. Reporting for this project will
be in 2013-14.

Engage with Indigenous owners
in VicForests’ management
areas and develop Indigenous
traineeship

To maintain and enhance
the socio-economic benefits
of State forests to Victorian
communities

During 2012-13 VicForests continued engagement
with Gunaikurnai and Moogji Aboriginal Council.
Further engagement is planned with Wurundjeri, and
Taungurung clans over the next 12 months.

90 per cent of Corrective
Actions and Incident Reports
(CAIR) with high or greater risk
rating to be closed inside 90
days

To ensure Victoria’s legal,
institutional and economic
frameworks effectively
support the sustainable
management of State forests

Target not achieved. 56 per cent of CAIRs with a high
or extreme risk rating were addressed and closed
within 90 days. The 36 CAIRs that were open for more
than 90 days related to safety audit actions that took
longer to complete.

Ensure VicForests internal
Instructions are reviewed
regularly. 90 per cent of
VicForests Instructions to be
up-to-date

To ensure Victoria’s legal,
institutional and economic
frameworks effectively
support the sustainable
management of State forests

Target achieved. 97 per cent of VicForests instructions
are up to date.
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Appendix 2:

Species

Common Name

EPBC
category

IUCN Red List

Psuedemoia cryodroma

Alpine Bog Skink

Endangered

Not listed

Galaxias fuscus

Barred Galaxias

Endangered

Critically
endangered

Philoria frosti

Baw Baw Frog

Endangered

Critically
endangered

Fauna

IUCN red list and EPBC
list of threatened fauna
and flora

Gymnobelideus leadbeateri

Leadbeater’s Possum

Endangered

Endangered

Potorous longipes

Long-footed Potoroo

Endangered

Endangered

Psueudomys fumeus

Smoky Mouse

Endangered

Endangered

Maccullochella macquariensis

Trout Cod

Endangered

Endangered

Thaumatoperla alpina

Alpine Stonefly

Endangered

Not listed

Litoria verreauxii alpina

Alpine Tree Frog

Vulnerable

Least concern

Galaxiella pusilla

Dwarf Galaxias

Vulnerable

Vulnerable

Megascolides australis

Giant Gippsland
Earthworm

Vulnerable

Vulnerable

Litoria aurea

Green and Golden Bell
Frog

Vulnerable

Vulnerable

Litoria raniformis

Growling Grass Frog

Vulnerable

Endangered

Litoria littlejohni

Large brown tree Frog

Vulnerable

Least concern

Anthochaera phrygia

Regent Honeyeater

Endangered

Critically
endangered

Mixophyes balbus

Southern Barred Frog

Vulnerable

Vulnerable

Dasyurus maculatus
maculatus

Spot-tailed Quoll

Endangered

Near Threatened

Polytelis swainsonii

Superb Parrot

Vulnerable

Least concern

Miniopterus schreibersii
bassanii

Southern Bent-wing Bat

Critically
Endangered

Not listed

Perameles gunnii

Eastern Barred Bandicoot
(mainland form)

Endangered

Near threatened

Cyclodomorphus praealtus

Alpine She-oak Skink

Endangered

Not listed

Caladenia concolor

Crimson Spider Orchid

Vulnerable

Not listed

Acacia caerulescensulescens

Limestone Blue Wattle

Vulnerable

Not listed

Flora

This list is a compilation of the
species on the Environment
Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC
Act) and/or the International
Union for Conservation of
Nature (IUCN) list that may occur
in the areas in which VicForests
operates. A regionally specific
list of the species VicForests
actively manages for can be
found in Appendix 1 and 2 of
VicForests’ Operating Procedures
– Regulatory Handbook found
on VicForests’ website:
www.vicforests.com.au.
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Thesium australe

Austral Toad-flax

Vulnerable

Not listed

Eucalyptus crenulata

Buxton Gum

Endangered

Not listed

Glycine latrobeana

Clover Glycine

Vulnerable

Not listed

Pomaderris subplicata

Concave Pomaderris

Vulnerable

Not listed

Pterostylis cucullata

Leafy Greenhood

Vulnerable

Not listed

Prasophyllum frenchii

Maroon Leek Orchid

Endangered

Not listed

Thelymitra epipactoides

Metallic Sun-orchid

Endangered

Not listed

Swainsona recta

Mountain Swainson-pea

Endangered

Endangered

Euphrasia collina ssp.
Muelleri

Purple Eyebright

Endangered

Not listed

Thelymitra matthewsii

Spiral Sun-Orchid

Vulnerable

Not listed

Xerochrysum palustre

Swamp Everlasting

Vulnerable

Not listed

Appendix 3:
Global Reporting Initiative
content index
GRI

What

Full or
partial
reporting

Cross reference or direct answer

Page

1.1

Statement from the most senior decision-maker of the
organisation

Full

CEO report

3

1.2

Description of key impacts, risks and opportunities

Partial

CEO report

3

Community

8

Environment

17

Economic

27

Progress against Objectives and Targets

52

2.1

Name of the organisation

Full

About VicForests

4

2.2

Primary brands, products and/or services

Full

About VicForests

4

2.3

Operational structure of the organisation, including main
divisions, operating companies, subsidiaries, and joint ventures

Full

As of November 2013, VicForests’ key divisions are Corporate
Services, Stakeholder and Planning, Commercial Resources and
Operations. VicForests does not have any subsidiaries and is not
involved in any joint ventures.

-

2.4

Location of organisation’s headquarters

Full

About VicForests

4

2.5

Number of countries where the organisation operates, and
names of countries with either major operations or that are
specifically relevant to the sustainability issues covered in the
report

Full

About VicForests

4

2.6

Nature of ownership and legal form

Full

About VicForests

4

2.7

Markets served (including geographic breakdown, sectors
served, and types of customers/beneficiaries)

Full

About VicForests

4

2.8

Scale of the reporting organisation

Full

Performance at a Glance

1

2.9

Significant changes during the reporting period regarding size,
structure, or ownership

Full

There were no significant changes to VicForests’ structure or
ownership during 2012-13.

-

2.10

Awards received in the reporting period

Full

No awards were received by VicForests during 2012-13.

-

3.1

Reporting period for information provided

Full

1 July 2012 – 30 June 2013

-

3.2

Date of most recent previous report (if any)

Full

November 2012

-

3.3

Reporting cycle

Full

Annual

-

3.4

Contact point for questions regarding the report or its contents

Full

Back cover

-

3.5

Process for defining report content

Full

Report content

6

3.6

Boundary of the report

Full

Report structure and scope

6

3.7

Specific limitations on the scope or boundary of the report.

Full

Report structure and scope

6

3.8

Basis for reporting on joint ventures, subsidiaries, leased
facilities, outsourced operations, and other entities that can
significantly affect comparability from period to period and/or
between organisations.

Full

Report structure and scope

6

3.9

Data measurement techniques and the bases of calculations

Partial

The majority of data used in the report have been derived from
VicForests’ internal databases. Limitations and assumptions to
this data are footnoted where relevant.

-

3.10

Explanation of the effect of any re-statements of information
provided in earlier reports, and the reasons for such restatement

Full

Report structure and scope

6

3.11

Significant changes from previous reporting periods in the
scope, boundary, or measurement methods applied in the
report

Full

No significant changes to scope, boundary or measurement
methods used in this report

-

The source of other data is referenced throughout the report.
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Appendix 3

GRI content index
continued
GRI

What

Full or partial
reporting

Cross reference or direct answer

3.12

Table identifying the location of the Standard Disclosures in the
report.

Full

Appendix 3
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3.13

Policy and current practice with regard to seeking external
assurance for the report

Full

Report structure and scope

6

4.1

Governance structure of the organisation

Partial (not full
reporting)

Governance

44

4.2

Role of the Chair

Full

Governance

44

4.3

Number of members of the highest governance body that are
independent and/or non-executive members

Full

Governance

44

4.4

Mechanisms for employees to provide recommendations or
direction to the highest governance body

Full

Internal and external communications

45

4.5

Linkage between compensation for members of the highest
governance body, senior managers, and executives and the
organisation’s performance

Full

Governance

44

4.6

Processes in place for the highest governance body to ensure
conflicts of interest are avoided.

Full

Ethics

46

4.7

Process for determining the qualifications and expertise of
the members of the highest governance body for guiding the
organisation’s strategy

Full

Governance

44

4.8

Internally developed statements of mission or values, codes of
conduct, and principles relevant to economic, environmental,
and social performance and the status of their implementation

Full

Sustainable Forest Management Policy

5

4.9

Procedures of the highest governance body for overseeing the
organisation’s identification and management of economic,
environmental, and social performance, including relevant
risks and opportunities, and adherence or compliance with
internationally agreed standards, codes of conduct, and
principles.

Full

Governance

44

4.10

Processes for evaluating the highest governance body’s
own performance, particularly with respect to economic,
environmental, and social performance

Full

Governance

44

4.11

Explanation of whether and how the precautionary approach or
principle is addressed by the organisation.

Full

Environmental risk management
VicForests’ actions in 2012-13

18

4.12

Externally developed economic, environmental, and social
charters, principles, or other initiatives to which the organisation
subscribes or endorses.

Full

Forest certification

34

4.13

Memberships in associations (such as industry associations) and/
or national/international advocacy organizations in which the
organisation:

Full

Advocacy

46

°°
°°
°°
°°

Page

Has positions in governance bodies;
Participates in projects or committees;
Provides substantive funding beyond routine membership
dues; or
Views membership as strategic.

4.14

List of stakeholder groups engaged by the organisation

Full

Stakeholders

9

4.15

Basis for identification and selection of stakeholders with whom
to engage.

Full

Stakeholders

9

4.16

Approaches to stakeholder engagement, including frequency of
engagement by type and by stakeholder group.

Full

Stakeholders

9

4.17

Key topics and concerns that have been raised through
stakeholder engagement, and how the organisation has
responded to those key topics and concerns, including through
its reporting.

Full

Stakeholders

9
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Disclosures on
management approach
Disclosure on management approach

Full or partial
reporting

Cross reference or direct answer

Page

Economic performance

Full

Performance at a glance
Economic
VicForests’ 2012-13 Annual Report

1
27
-

Market presence

Full

About VicForests
Performance at a glance

4
1

Indirect economic impacts

Partial

Economic
Harvest and haul contractors
Socio-economic benefits

27
42
15

Water

Partial

Water

26

Biodiversity

Full

Environment
Sustainable Forest Management Policy
Environmental Risk Management
VicForests’ actions in 2012-13

17
5
18
18

Emissions, effluent and waste

Partial

Carbon and energy

25

Employment

Full

Employment

39

Labour/management relations

Partial

Governance
Employment
Occupational Health and Safety

44
39
35

Occupational Health and Safety

Full

Occupational Health and Safety

35

Training and education

Full

Training

40

Diversity and equal opportunity

Full

Employment

39

Non-discrimination

Partial

Employment

39

Freedom of association and collective bargaining

Partial

Employment

39

Indigenous rights

Partial

Indigenous engagement

13

Community

Partial

Community

8

Corruption

Full

Governance

44

Public policy

Full

Advocacy

46

Compliance

Full

Audit
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Economic

Environmental

Labour practices

Human rights

Society
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Appendix 3

Performance
indicators
Performance indicator

Full or partial
reporting

Cross reference or direct answer

Page

Direct economic value generated and distributed, including
revenues, operating costs, employee compensation, donations
and other community investments, retained earnings, and
payments to capital providers and governments.

Full

Performance at a glance
Economic
Community Support Program

EC4

Significant financial assistance received from government.

Full

VicForests did not seek or receive any financial assistance from
the Victorian Government during 2012-13

EC9

Understanding and describing significant indirect economic
impacts, including the extent of impacts.

Partial

Socio-economic benefits

15

Harvest and haul contractors

42

Economic

27

Environment

17

Economic
EC1

1
27
12

More detail can be found in VicForests’ 2012-13 Annual
Report
-

Environmental
EN12

Description of significant impacts of activities, products, and
services on biodiversity in protected areas and areas of high
biodiversity value outside protected areas.

Full

EN13

Habitats protected or restored.

Full

Environment

17

EN14

Strategies, current actions, and future plans for managing
impacts on biodiversity.

Full

Environment

17

EN15

Number of IUCN Red List species and national conservation
list species with habitats in areas affected by operations, by
level of extinction risk.

Full

Appendix 2
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Initiatives to mitigate environmental impacts of products and
services, and extent of impact mitigation.

Partial

Monetary value of significant fines and total number of nonmonetary sanctions for non-compliance with environmental
laws and regulations.

EN26
EN28

Pre-harvest surveys located 3 species on the IUCN Red List.
VicForests implements protection measures for these species
in accordance with all existing regulations, policies and
prescriptions.
Environment

17

Carbon and energy

25

Full

Audit

53

Full

Performance at glance

1

Socio-economic benefits

15

Employee details

51

Labour practices and decent work
LA1

Employment statistics

LA3

Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not provided
to temporary or part-time employees, by major operations.

Full

All benefits available to full-time employees are available to
part-time and temporary employees

-

LA4

Percentage of employees covered by collective bargaining
agreements.

Full

100 per cent (excluding executives)

-

LA5

Minimum notice period(s) regarding significant operational
changes.

Full

35 days

-

LA6

Percentage of total workforce represented in formal joint
management-worker health and safety committees that
help monitor and advise on occupational health and safety
programs.

Full

Occupational Health & Safety

35

LA7

Rates of injury, occupational diseases, lost days, and
absenteeism, and number of work-related fatalities by region.

Partial

2012-13 OHS results

37

LA10

Average hours of training per year per employee by employee
category.

Partial

Training

LA12

Percentage of employees receiving regular performance and
career development reviews.

Full

100 per cent

There were no reports of occupational diseases in 2012-13.
VicForests does not report on absenteeism.
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Appendix 3

Performance
indicators continued
Performance indicator

Full or partial
reporting

Cross reference or direct answer

LA13

Full

Governance

44

Employee details

51

Composition of governance bodies and breakdown of
employees per category according to gender, age group,
minority group membership, and other indicators of diversity.

Page

Human Rights
HR5

Operations identified in which the right to exercise freedom
of association and collective bargaining may be at significant
risk, and actions taken to support these rights.

Full

Zero

-

SO1

Nature, scope, and effectiveness of any programs and
practices that assess and manage the impacts of operations
on communities, including entering, operating, and exiting.

Full

Community

8

SO5

Public policy positions and participation in public policy
development and lobbying.

Full

Advocacy

46

SO6

Total value of financial and in-kind contributions to political
parties, politicians, and related institutions by country.

Full

No donations to political parties, politicians or related
institutions were made in 2012-13

-

SO7

Total number of legal actions for anti-competitive behavior,
anti-trust, and monopoly practices and their outcomes.

Full

VicForests faced no legal actions for anti-competitive
behaviour, anti-trust and monopoly practices and their
outcomes

-

Full

No fines or non-monetary sanctions were imposed on
VicForests during 2012-13.

-

Society

Product responsibility
PR9

Significant fines and number of non-monetary sanctions

Table of
acronyms

Acronym

Definition

AFS

Australian Forestry Standard

CAIR

Corrective Action and Incident Report

CEO

Chief Executive Officer

DEPI

Department of Environment and Primary Industries

DPI

Department of Primary Industries

DSE

Department of Sustainability and Environment

ENGO

Environmental non-government organisation

EPBC

Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999

FSC

Forest Stewardship Council

GRI

Global Reporting Initiative

IUCN

International Union for Conservation of Nature

OHS

Occupational Health and Safety

PEFC

Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification

RFP

Request for Proposal

SFMS

Sustainable Forest Management System

TIAP

Timber Industry Action Plan
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